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Eor many years, American architects have worked in

large   numbers   abroad   designing   museums,

hotels,  office  buildings,  hospitals,  and  residential

buildings  in  all  sizes  and  shapes.  Today,   local

architects are headed to all points in Asia, including

the  Pudong  area  of  Shanghai,  which  has  grown

under  the  influence  of  the  innovative  thinking  of

U.S.  architects.

Many   prominent  foreign   architects   are  working   in   the   United

States,  and  many have significant commissions  in  New York:  Benzo

Piano's new building for the Ivew york 77mes Company;  Lord Foster's

new   headquarters   for   the   Hearst   Corporation;   Enrique   Norten's

Brooklyn  Visual  and  Performing  Arts  Library;  and  Yoshio Taniguchi's

addition to the Museum of Modern Art. Santiago Calatrava has been

engaged to design the new permanent  PATH  commuter rail station

at the World Trade Center site. As architects,  we applaud this  inter-

change  and  welcome  our  colleagues  from  abroad,  just  as  we  are

welcomed in the global marketplace, We must keep our doors open

to design.

Clients  worldwide  seek  out  the  innovative  design  solutions  of

American   architects,   and  the  quality  of  work  meets  the   highest

standards.  However, advances in building materials, attention to sus-

tainability,  regulations to enhance the work environment, and concern

for  employees  have  led  to  design  innovations  in  Europe  that  are

not  yet  fully  embraced  in  the  U.S.  Our  developers,  owners,  and

governmental agencies need to look to the future and embrace new
technology,  materials,  and  methods  of  construction.  Everyone  can

play a part  in this great march to  better design and  quality.  Change
must come.

As  a  member  of  a  firm  (Pei  Cobb  Freed  &  Partners)  that  fre-

quently works abroad,  I  note that more and more large projects are
being  awarded  on  the  basis  of  competitions.  Nearly  all  European

projects that involve public funding are awarded  in this manner,  and

competitions  in  Asia are  now the  norm.  These  often  follow the AIA

guidelines for a two-stage process, with credentials being submitted
and then a short list of firms selected to compete,

Competition advisors and clients alike should provide for fair pay-

ment  or adequate stipends for our  ideas -our intellectual  property.

Clarity  in  describing  the  requirements  for  competition  submittals  is

also  an  important  responsibility of the advisors.  A frequent  problem,

commented  upon  by several  critics  and journalists,  is that the  client

expects  too  much  during  the  brief  period  typically  available  for  the

second stage of a two-stage competition. Owners should not expect

competition  submittals  to  be  the  equivalent  of  complete  schematic

designs -for this, clients must allow time for the architects to familiarize

themselves with owner constraints and user needs.

First Words
Letter from the President

& competitions
We have all  heard  pleas from

our   colleagues   for   relief   from

what  seem  continual  charrettes.

We want to  do the work and,  in

fact,  often  need  the  work  made

possible  by  competitions.  What
can  we  do?  We  can  recognize

that    competitions    encourage

innovation,   create   opportunities

to think creatively for firms young

and  old,  small  and  large. We must encourage competition organizers

to be reasonable in their requests and to appropriately value the archi-

tect's efforts.  But we must acknowledge, too,  that at any given time,

a firm  might have to "just say no" to an improperly organized compe-

tition.  If  competitions  are  the  wave  of the  future,  the  future  is  now.

Let's do them  in a manner befitting our profession.

The  second  exhibit  of  our  inaugural  year  at  the  Center  for

Architecture will  focus  on  the  design  of the  Barcelona water-

front  and  recent  planning  in  that  great  Catalonian  city,  This

show  and   others   like   it  address  the   importance  of  international

dialogue,  which  is critical to the practice of architecture and  planning

in today's ever-shrinking  global community.

This cross-fertilization of art, architecture, and planning has defined

the  experiences  of design  professionals  since the  beginning  of our

profession,  Witness the  grand  tours  of  Europe  and  the  education  of
earlier generations of American architects at the Eco/e des BeaLtx-Arts

in  Paris.  The  international  dialogue  continues today at  many different

professional  levels -from  our students  participating  in  study abroad

programs all over the globe to the large-scale urban  planning projects

that many AIA New York Chapter members are involved with in growing

metropolitan areas around the world,

George  H.  Miller,  FAIA,  President,  AIA  New York Chapter
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One day I will visit the projects and places
featured  in  this  issue  of  Oculus  -  China,
the Netherlands,  Poland, Turkey, Zimbabwe
-and elsewhere.

ln the  meantime,  rather than  present simply a portfolio of overseas

First Words
Letter f ron
the Editor

projects  by  New  York  architects,  we  offer  insider  views  of  what
working abroad entails -challenges met,  lessons learned.

A candid  Enrique Norten offers his take on some of the differences between working  in the
U.S.  and  Mexico  in  "So  Says. . ."  Southtown  on  F3oosevelt  Island  raises the  bar for developer-

vernacular architecture,  and  it's just  "Around the  Corner"  (well,  half-way across the  East  F3iver,

actually).  Hugh  Pearman,  architecture and design critic for the London Sunday Times,  proffers
an  "Outside View"  about the  invasion  of the  U.K.  by American  architects  (perhaps we should
have  called  it  "Inside  View").  "50-Year Watch"  looks  at  the  sad  state  of  affairs  of the  United

Nations secretariat building.  "Good  Practices" gleans insights from four veterans of international

practices  about  doing  business  overseas.  "ln  Print+"  reviews  a  book  about  Le  Corbusier's
adventures in America, and a Milan-based website that belongs in every virtual library.

You  will  notice  that  "Sound-Off!"  is  missing  from  this  issue  -  due  to  space  constraints;

more  Letters  to  the  Editor  next  time.  Just  to  remind  you,  the  AIA  New  York  Chapter  has
moved  to  its  new  home  at  the  new  Center for Architecture.  Please  send  letters,  musings,
opinions to:  Sound-Off/Oculus,  c/o AIA New York Chapter,  536 LaGuardia place,  New York,
NY  10012.  Or you  can  e-mail  me directly,

Kristen  Bichards

kristen@aiany.org
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y the time you read this,  many
of you will  have already partici-

pated  in  the  opening  festivities
at the new Center for Architec-
ture in early October.  (For those

who didn't,  please do stop by,
say  hello,  and  take  in  the  exhibition  -and

the space!)
When this issue of Oculus went to press, the

Center was still a hardhat zone and not ready
for prime time photography (we'll have that for

the next issue). In its stead, we decided to show

you a sampling of "before" images that will give

you  an  idea  of  the  transformation  wrought
by  architect  Andrew  Berman,  AIA,  project
architect lrina Verona, and IBEX Construction.

A Look at ``Before''

By KrEsten Richards

Architecture
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MIPIM      Fora global  perspective

The  Architectural  Peview,  first  published  in  1896,  is  devoted  to  publishing  the  best
architecture   and   environmental   design   from   around   the   world.   A   well-respected,
thoughtful  and  critical  vision  of contemporary  global  architecture  it  is  a stimulating,  rich
source of ideas and  inspiration every month.

The  Architectural  Beview  invites  entries  to  The  Mipim  Architectural  Review  Future
Project Awards 2004.

MIPIM,  the  global  property  market,  attracts  over  16,000  delegates  -the  elite  of  the

property world -to Cannes,  France every March.  For the  15th anniversary of MIPIM, the
awards  are  divided  into  two  branches;  the  long-running  MIPIM  Awards  for  completed

projects and The Architectural  Beview Future Project Awards for unbuilt work,

The   AR   Award   Categories:   Betail,   hotel   and   leisure   .   Offices   .   Besidential   .
Begeneration and sustainability .  Urban masterplanning . Tall buildings over thirty storeys

Closing date for entries: 6 December 2003

EE-
Lend Lease

For more  information  and  entry forms visit
-www.arplus.com
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n   August   1,    New   York   New   Visions   (NYNV)

submitted testimony on the Environmental Impact

Statement  (EIS)  scoping  hearing  for  the  World

Trade  Center  site.  We  expect  that  it  will  be  as

current when you read this as it was when deliv-

ered.  The  testimony  was  prepared  by  Bosalie

Genevro,  Ernie  Hutton,  Assoc.  AIA,  AICP,  Marcie  Kesner, AICP,  and

the  NYNV  Executive  Committee,  and  delivered  by  Marcie  Kesner,

AICP,  Mark  Ginsberg,  AIA,  and  Hugh  Hardy,  FAIA.  The following  is

an   edited   excerpt   (full   testimony   is   on   the   NYNV   website   at

www.newyorknewvisions.org).

NYNV Statement:
We  believe  it  is  crucial  at  this  juncture  in  the  process  to  restate,

emphatically, that the redevelopment of this site must be driven  by a

broad  conception  of the  public  interest -  neither  by  private  interests

nor by the parochial goals and  interests of individual  public agencies,

The redevelopment of this site is not a standard real estate transaction.

The World Trade Center was not originally built to guarantee a revenue

stream   to  the   Port  Authority,   nor  to   maximize   return  to   private

investors  in  a  real  estate  deal.   Bather,  it  was  built  in  an  effort  to

rejuvenate  Lower  Manhattan  and  to  build  the  city's  and  the  region's

economic health. And  it was built with  public money and through the

exercise of public powers,

We  commend  the  Lower  Manhattan  Development  Corporation

(LMDC),  the  Port  Authority,   and  the  City  for  undertaking  this  EIS

process,  but we urge them to take it seriously rather than as a political

pro  forma.  The  EIS  process  should  be  used  as  a way to  examine
options that can better inform and justify the final program and design

decisions,  thereby ensuring  that the  right  decisions  are  being  made

for the right reasons.

While  recent  events  are  cause  for  optimism  and  the  selected

Libeskind  scheme  is  an  excellent  framework for  development,  this

resolution has emerged from an unclear process based on an unreal-

istic program and an undefined context,

At  no  time  were  true  options  examined  to  the  given  density,

infrastructure,  or use.  The environmental  impact process  now repre-

sents  the  last  best  hope  to  examine  alternatives  to  those  disputed

assumptions  that  underlie  the  preferred  scheme,  Looked  at  in  the

cold   light  of  day,  these  disputed  assumptions  include  too  much

density, too rigid a program, and too small a site. We should use the

opportunity granted  us by the horrific events of September 2001  to

correct mistakes made in the initial site plan and building of the World

Trade Center. At the same time, we must begin to seriously look at the

site in the context of what is occurring around  it.

NYNV Doesn't Mince Words ih

Testimony at the \^/TC Environmental
nmpact Statement Hearing
By Mark Gihsberg, AIA

Immutable and Mutable Aspects of the Master Plan
A master plan such as that by Studio Libeskind lays out broad para-

meters  for  future  development.   It  contains  "immutable"  elements,

which  are  essential  to  the  overall  concept,  whose  modification  will

jeopardize the underlying vision,  and which should  be changed  only

after serious  public  scrutiny  and  debate.  We  can  also  define those
"mutable" elements that should be considered flexible,  responsive to

market  concerns,  and  other  evolving  contextual  factors  during  the

extended  period  of building  out the site.

Immutable Elemehts:
ENemorial  precinct separated from the surrounding
blocks by being located approximately 30 feet below

grade and buffered f ron other commercial uses by
©ultural facilities

A series of open spaces in the site plan cehtered on
Fulton Street, connecting St. Paul's Chapel, City Hall
Park, and the Brooklyn Bridge/Civic Center with the
Winter Garden and the Hudson River
A ``town square" created at the intersection of Fulton
and Greenwich Streets
Brihgihg Fultoh and Greenwich Streets through the site
EFhe  PATH station open to  light and air above

Dealing with the barrier of West Street which efl:ectively
cuts Battery Park City off f ron the World [I+ade Center
site and the rest of Lower Manhattan
Site redevelopment that sets a new benchmark for
environmehtally responsible design

Mutable elements:
Program and density: too much for a site constrained
by other hew uses ihcludihg memorial, open space,
and cultura. venues
Underground connections and their effect on
street-level uses
The bulk of retail space, which must not be allowed to
exist primarily underground in an antilurbah mall

All of the above are vital issues that must be addressed in the ongoing

planning and  design  process.  We urge LMDC and the Port Authority

1:o  seize  the  opportunity  presented  by  the  environmental   impact

process  to  analyze  alternatives  that  explore  the  implications  of  the
elements, and to use the results to refine the development framework

of the master plan,  the design  guidelines,  and the  building  plans for

the VVTC  Site.
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What are the major distinctions you see in how architectural

practices do business?

The disciplines are very defined here -associations separate

professions.  It's  more  blurred  in  Mexico  where  "architect"

F:
nrique  Norten,  Hon.  FAIA,  founded  TEN  Arqui-

tectos   ITaller  de   Enrique   Norten   Arquictectos

S.C.)  in  1985.  Among  his  numerous  awards  is

the  first   Mies  van   der   Bohe  Award   for   Latin

America.  In  July  2002  he  received  his  first  U.S.

commission:  the  Brooklyn  Public  Library's Visual

and  Performing  Arts  Library.  Oculus  caught  up

with  him  during  a  short  break  on  the  last  day

is all encompassing. There is no separation between  planning,  urban

design,  architecture,  landscape  architecture,  preservation  architec-

ture, etc.  It is all architecture, and done by the same team and under

one direction.

In  other countries,  architects take  much  more  responsibility and

that is perhaps why the profession is more respected elsewhere than

here,  ln the U.S., it seems lawyers take care of everything.  Being such a

litigious society,  architects have found a way to avoid responsibilities,

and  with  that,  have  lost  both  control  and  have  made  themselves

less  necessary.  In  Mexico,  we do  not even think about  being  sued

because that  cannot and would  never happen.  If an  architect  "fails,"

his  reputation would  be hurt and  it would  be difficult for him  or her to

get  more  work.  I  think  it  is  one  reason  why  architects  have  lost  so
much  respect within the community and society in the U.S.

of jurying  Phase  I  of the World Trade Center memorial  competition,

Kristen  Richards:  How  does  working  in  Mexico  differ  from  working

in  the  U.S.?

Enrique  Norten:  ln  the  U.S.,  architects  are  usually  the  last  to  come

into a project,  ln Mexico -and elsewhere -they're the first. Architects

define the vision  of the  project  with  clients,  find  the  sites,  invent the

programs, work on costs, schedules, and business plans, etc.  Here,
many times,  architects  are called  when  all that  is  done and  defined,

and therefore their participation is limited.  By the time architects come

into the picture the rest of the team has already been assembled -the

architects  can't  even  call  in  their own  consultants,  They're  more  like

secondary team members.

Delivery of services  is also very different,  ln  Mexico,  we  produce

and deliver many more and more thorough documents and information

because we use less "standard" products and systems. In the U.S, and

Europe,  labor is expensive and materials are inexpensive;  it's just the

opposite  in  Mexico.

On the other hand, we spend less time in meetings with commit-

tees.  Working in the U,S,,  we spend a lot of time in  meetings with a

lot of people,  Decisions take longer and are more difficult to reach.

KR

EN

What  do  you  see  as  differences  in  the  public's  concern

for high  caliber design?

Americans seem more concerned with reduced perimeters

of where  one  lives  and  works  -  it's  direct  and  personal:
"my"  real  estate is  up/down  or who's going to  live  next door.  People

don't  seem  to  care too  much  about  urban  and  architectural  issues

except as  it affects them.  In  other cultures,  I  think,  people are  much

more aware of the civic and  public dimensions of the profession.

KR

EN

Why did you open an office in  New York?

I love New York very much.  It was always a dream of mine

to  be  a  part  of the  city - and  a  part  of  its  architectural

community. The second reason is the warm welcome I  received after

winning  the  international  competition  to  design  the  Brooklyn  Visual

and  Performing Arts  Library.

KR

EN

ls your New York office busy?

Many  opportunities   have   presented   themselves   since

winning the Brooklyn competition. We're currently working

on  a development in Williamsburg,  Brooklyn -a housing  project that

would  include retail  and services.  Another project in  Harlem  includes



NorTen
a hotel,  clubs,  offices,  and condos. You  might say we're working on

the "edges"  of New York,

KR

EN

KR

EN

KR

EN

Do you  have projects elsewhere in the U.S,?

We're  designing  a  mixed-use  block on  Sunset  Boulevard

in  Los Angeles -for a New York developer,

Would you consider opening a second office in the U,S.?

New York  is  a special  place.  I  don't want  an  office  any-

where else,

What is cooking  in your Mexico  City office?

We  have  a variety of projects:  two  hotels  and  a contem-

porary art museum  in  Mexico City,  a convention center in

Guadalajara, a tourist development in Acapulco, and a number of others.

KR You  also  teach  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  where

you  hold  the  Miller  Chair  of  Architecture,   How  do  you

maintain  control?

EN I  lead  all  of our  design  efforts,  and  am  in  constant  com-

munication with my people in both offices, either by phone

or  e-mail.  There's  only  an  hour  difference  between  New  York  and

Mexico  City,  Thanks  to  communications  technologies,  I  can  be  in

many places at the same time.  If it's  urgent,  I just get on  a plane to

one city or the other -it's a four-hour flight and there are lots of flights.

When  l'm teaching,  I  make day trips to  Philadelphia.

I try to  keep to a schedule of ten  days here and ten days  in the

Mexico City office,  but  it doesn't always work out that way.

KR

EN

KR

You  must  accumulate  a  lot  of frequent flyer  miles.  What

do you  use them for?

Travel  with  my family.

You were most eloquent at the "History as Prelude" con-

ference earlier this year. Would you address the differences/

similarities  between  U.S.  and  Mexico  in  dealing  with  historic  preser-

vation issues?

EN
I  would  say  there  is  a  different  way  of  understanding

history.  The  U.S.  has  a  very  short  history,  which  makes

people here overreact.  In other cultures with a longer and  richer his-

tory,  people  are  more  comfortable  and  relaxed  about  it.  That  also

allows  people to  understand  current time as  being  a part  of history,

without complexes,

KR ln  a  sense,  you're  making  history  as  a  member  of  the

World Trade Center Memorial jury.  I  know you  can't tell  us

anything specific,  but what can you tell  us?

EN I  have juried  many competitions before,  but never one so

large  -over  5,000  entries!  The  variety  is  amazing,  and

there  are  hundreds  of  submissions  from  non-professionals,  just  lay

people -and many from children,

KR

ENI

Any surprises?

The   architectural   community   doesn't   seem   to   have

responded   strongly.   Perhaps   because  the  competition

was just too open.  I would have expected more architectural solutions.

Of course,  the  shortlist  may  have  been  announced  by the time this

issue of Oculus comes out, which  may negate my comments.

This  is your last day of the first  round  of screening.  What

has  it  been  like?

I've   been   immersed   in   the   experience.   Overwhelmed,

inspired -and exhausted.
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An©lJrlc\tchoemer
Friendly Urbanity:
Southtowh, Roosevelt Island,
by Gruzeh Samton
By David Sokol

fyou've found  yourself c>n  FDF3  Drive  in  the  East 60s  in  the

last  year  or  so,   you've   probably  witnessed  the   birth   of

Southtown,  lt  is the final  stage  of  Boosevelt  lsland's trans-

formation   into  a  vital,   2lst  century  urban   neighborhood.

And  it  is,  from  master  planning  to  architectural  realization,

Gruzen Samton's second  Boosevelt  Island  project (the firm

completed the towers-in-a-park Northtown  Phase  11  in  1989).

Southtown's first debutantes are 475 and 465 Main Street, fraternal

twins that, when viewed from aci'oss the East Fiver,  make a pleasant

pair.  They  are  cheerful  without  being  Pop  polychromatic.  They  are

demure  -  not  so  large  that  the  island  appears  to  sag  under their

weight,  or that the Queensboro  Bridge appears to be bullied for its

lunch  money.  They reflect the past:  475  Main  Street terraces slightly

to echo the fantastical  Brutalist buildings of Northtown  Phase I. They

break with  it,  too:  the  buildings'  footprints  are  splayed,  so  that  the

urban wall at water's edge has some breathing room.

A closer inspection,  courtesy of the  F train,  reveals  a few  more

positives.  The  splayed  urban  plan,  for  example,  permits  more  resi-
dents  to  have  skyline  views.  The  buildings'  entrances  are  clustered

around Main Street, enhancing the sense of density around Boosevelt

lsland's   main  thoroughfare.   This   mid-river  perch   sits   between  the

worlds of city and suburb, and Gruzen Samton weaves both together.

Flaws  also  come  into  sharper focus,  and  context  is  the  big  one.

Sixth  Avenue  in  the  20s,  East  34th  Street,  the  upper 70s,  or  Battery

Park  City -  Boosevelt  lsland's  newest  additions  could  replace any of

these neighborhoods'  newest  buildings.  Or they could  be at  home  in

downtown   Atlanta.   Nowadays,   developer-vernacular   architecture

means streamlined neotraditionalism. Clad it in brick, glaze the corners,

double-load the corridors,  pin  up a few moldings,  and call  it a day.

The design  raises the bar,  but  doesn't  break free from this Gate-

gory.   On  the  other  hand,   neotraditionalism,   Boosevelt  Island-style,

could  have yielded  much  more.

Once  upon  a time,  Boosevelt  Island  was  Fritz  Lang's  Metropolis

made  real.  The tram  carried you through the air.  A powerful vacuum

system  (still  in  use,  and  expanded to Southtown)  carried trash to the

central  AVAC  Complex.  Modern  met  medieval  in  Northtown  Phase  I,

which huddles around the winding Main Street.  Life happened in mul-

tiple planes,  even  more so than  in the bustling city proper. The island

was a harbinger of progress,  of the future.

What would honoring that tradition mean? Moving the pedestrian-

friendly streetscape beyond the teachings of Jacobs and  Duany,  per-

haps?  Conceiving  of  buildings  that  energize  themselves?  Creating

forms that  hint at what we can someday do,  rather than what we've

already  done?   Smith-Miller   Hawkinson,   Gehry,   Kennedy  &  Violich,

Meier,  or even the Battery Park City Authority might answer the ques-

tion best. All have, or could have, changed the way we look at the New

York City waterfront's functions,  beauty,  and  accessibility for years to

come.  However,  475  and  465  Main  Street  -  despite  their  intelligent

urban planning -are ultimately a little too firmly planted in the present.

David  Sokol  is  managing  editor  of  /.D.   magazine,  Previously,  he  was

the   associate   editor   of   Pefat'/   7'afft'c.    His   guest-edited    issue   of

Arch7.fecfL;;~a/ Des/gr  will  be  published  in  the  U.S.  in  March  2004.

Rendering of Roosevelt lsland's Southtown
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These  words,  spoken  by  a  young  architect  1:ron  Istanbul
recently relocated to Manh€attan, are echoed - and borne
out - by the other architects featured in this issue, which
focuses  on  tlie  internation€LI  ventures  and  adventures  of
firms practicing overseas.

But  more  important  than  the  array  of  international
pi`ojects  ih  the  pages  tha'E  follow  arte  the  vicissitudes
involved in getting them buiilt. These are as varied as the

projects themselves.
Some of the I irms featured liave long-established inl:er-

national  practices  with  ovel+seas  ol:ff ices.  01:hers  do  it  all
from New York. Large or small, working abroad is a test of
mettle  for  U.S.  fir[ms,  as  stevel-al  aB.chitects  attest  to  in
firstlhand accounts of their `wor-k abroad.

A reality check can be f{)und in the number of (mostly
younger)  firms  1:hat  had  grtand  internal:ional  aspirations  -
but  are  not  gracing  these  I)ages.  Testing  foreign  waters
can be an experience fraugrit with ripl:ides, tsuhamis, and
sharks.  Projects  might comie through,  be  put on  hold,  or
get cancelled. In some cases, clients still owe money and
a job  is turned  over to the  local fir]m.  Ivlaintaining  a  longl
term  presence  overseas  retquires  a  majoi`  investment  of
capital, diligence, and under.standing.

We hope you enjoy this globetrotting issue.
Kristen Richards
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= lJni[ed Archi[ec[s
United Architects is composed of six firms and several dozen
multitalented,   cross-discipline   individuals  from   locations
around the globe.  Since coming together for -and  being
named  among  the  finalists  in  -  the  World  Trade  Center
"Innovative Design Study," the team has submitted proposals

for work both in New York and abroad.  By John Howellj AIA
United Architects
comprises:
Foreign Off:ice Archil:ects

(London,  U.K.)=

Alejandro Zaera-Polo,
Farshid Moussavi
FORM (Los Angeles):

Greg Lyhh
Imaginary Forces

tLos Angeles)=
Ivlikon van Gastel, Peter
Frankfurt
Kevih Kennon Architect PC

(New York City):
Kevin Kennon
Reiser+Umemoto RUR
Architecture PC
(New York City):
Jesse Fteiser, Nanako
Umemoto
UN Studio

(Amsterdam,  NL)=
Ben van Berkel,
Caroline Bos

A chat with Kevih Kenhoh, a
united Architects' 1:ounder
and principal.

John  Howell:   Did  United  Archi-

tects come together as a result

of 9/1 i ?

Kevin Kennon: The short answer

is  yes,  but  the  foundation  had

been  laid  prior to  this.  Most  of

us  had  known  one  another  in

one  capacity  or  another,  with

maybe  one  or two  degrees  of

separation.    I've   known   Greg

Lynn since college, and am also

good  friends with  Jesse  Beiser
and   Nanako   Umemoto,   and

had  been  teaching  with  Jesse,

Ben  van   Berkel,   and   Caroline

Bos   at    Princeton.    Imaginary

Forces    and    I    had    worked

together   on   several   projects

while  I  was  a design  partner at

Kohn   Pedersen   Fox.  The  only

component  that   I   didn't   know

was  Foreign  Office Architects -

Alejandro Zaera-Polo and Farshid

Moussavi,   but   I   got   to   know

them  fast  in  the  course  of  the

WTC competition.

Are you a business,
ah organization,
a co-Op?
Our attorney  recently  referred  to

us  as  "a  common-law  practice."

Actually,   UA  works  on  project-

specific   joint   ventures   as   an

LLC [Limited Liability Company],

How did the VITC
opportunity come to your
team? Who was the
``prime mover''?

I  initiated  the  BFQ  response.   I

called   Jesse   and    Imaginary

Forces,  Jesse called Greg,  and

Greg  called  Ben  and Alejandro.

The   next  thing  you   knew  we

were working on our submission.

Separately,   UA   had   done

great  quantities  of  work,,,   but
together had done nothing.

We put together examples of

our individual work and worked

very   hard   on   our   statement,

which  was  all  done  by  e-mail.

There must have been 20 drafts!

We took advantage of every-

one's strengths and talents: I had

been  the  only  one  in  the  group

who  had  previously  designed  a

tall  building  in  the  city  [Lehman

Brothers]  as  well  as  Sotheby's

headquarters;   Ben  had  experi-

ence  with  very  large-scale  pro-

jects  along  with  Alejandro;  Greg

is   a   most   creative   individual.

Imaginary Foroes was integral to

the  process  as they humanized

the  effort  from  the  beginning,

keeping  us from  veering  too  far

into abstraction. They could help

the   public   visualize   what   we

were doing.

AIL agreed upon strength-
ihlcollaboration?
Yes.  It  is  a  great  way for  archi-

tects  to  practice.  Architecture

can  be more improvisatory,  and

somewhat    like    playing    in    a

musical ensemble. So just like a

good  jazz  band  you  need  the
right kind  of people to  play with
- and play off of .

During this time, where
was everybody?
Ben    and    Caroline    were    in

the  Netherlands,  Alejandro  and

Farshid  were  in  London,  Jesse

was  uptown,   I  was  downtown,

Greg and Imaginary Forces were

in Los Angeles. During this whole

qualifying  period,  we  never  met

face-to-face.  Most  of  our  com-

munication   was   by   e-mail;   we

had   occasional   phone   confer-

ences. Jesse received word from

Alex  Garvin  [then  Vice  President

for  Design  and  Planning  at  the

Lower  Manhattan   Development

Corporation]  that  "we  were  in"

and   quickly  sent  an   e-mail  to

everybody. That was thrilling!

We   had   already   decided

that   the   best   way   to   come

together  was  to  open  a  new

United Architects office -neutral

ground,  as  it  were.  Fortunately
we had teamed up with Thornton-

Tomasetti  Engineers.  They  had

a space available for us, and we



had  it  completely  wired  for  34

stations,   phones,   computers,

plotters,   and   Internet   connec-
tions   -   all   within   a   week,   lT

expert   Tom   Hernandez,   AIA,

made this happen.

You must have been full
of adrehalihe when you
heard the hews.
We  were  by  far  the  youngest

designers selected,  and we did

it  on  our  own  terms.  We  didn't

associate   with   a   big   firm   or

compromise  our  values  just  to

get  the  job,   We  didn't  try  to
figure out who the power brokers

were,   what  each  constituency

was   looking  for,   and   end   up

giving them the lowest common
denominator.  It was more impor-

tant  to  innovate,..to  do  some-

thing that was new. We won just

by being selected. And we were

humbled by the experience.

What was your basic
concept?
We  didn't  shy  away  from  the

original   goal,   which   was   an

innovative design  study.  We all

pretty   much   knew   that   we

would take  on  the vertical  tow-

ers  -  the  office   building/high-

rise component -and  redefine

it  completely.

So where is united Arch-
itects going next?
There  are  some  projects  that

make   sense   to   go   after   as

United   Architects,   and   some

that  don't.  We tend  to  do  best

on    large-scale,    complicated

programs   that   fall    between
urban  design  and  architecture,

We were just  shortlisted  for the

European   Central   Bank   [ECB]

in   Frankfurt   and   several   other

projects are in the works.
These  competitions  are  a

big  financial  commitment,  and

while   everybody   shares   the

burden,  it is still a lot of time.  For

example,  several  UA  members

opted out of the ECB competition,

but  are  involved  in  another  UA

project.  It keeps  it fresh,

What practice changes, if
any, would you make if a

project, say the ECB, were
awarded to your group?
We  will   always  designate  one

principal-in-charge.   In   general,

this  is  regionally  based  -who-

ever   is   closest   to   the   client

becomes the individual "face" of

the  project.  For  example,  if  UA

is selected for the  ECB  project,

then   Ben   and   UN   Studio   will

take the lead.  I sent some of my

people  to  UN  Studio's  office  in

Amsterdam,  so  did  Greg.  Then

some  of the work was  done  in

New York, some in Los Angeles;

the model was built and shipped

from  LA.  We take advantage of

our global reach made possible

by technology.  It's very liberating.

What is it about technology
that gives you this liberating
global reach?

There's  a  real  digital  divide

that exists in the profession, and

it's too bad.  Most practices use

digital  in  an  analog  sort  of way,
"a   rendering's    a   rendering,"

"a model's a model."  Everything

is compartmentalized  into tradi-

tional  categories.   UA  works  in

a completely digital environment,

Everything  we  do  is  part  of our

database.   The   same   files   to

create  plans  and   sections  are

utilized     for     digital     models,

animations, videos,  or for rapid-

prototyping and laser cutting.
please Comment on
what's happening at
Ground Zero how.

I'm   delighted   in   the  selec-

tion    of   Calatrava;    that    really

bodes well for the future.  I think

the real test of Libeskind's mas-

ter   plan   is   the   degree  that   it

serves as a mutable template -

it needs to be flexible in order to

respond to all of the social pres-

sures imposed,  I  hope that is.

The   whole   process    has

highlighted   the   gulf   between

planners and architects, and the
way each  thinks  about the  city.

Many planners were down  right

angry that the  LMDC bypassed

them  and  went  right  to  archi-

tects   to   design   the   "master

plan."  This  was  a  bold  step  by

Poland    Betts    [LMDC    Board

member and chair of its site plan

committee]  and  others  as  it  ran

counter  to  the   usual   process,

which is to do the plan first,  and

then have the architects come in

and fulfill the  master plan.  I think

that  for too  long,  planners  have

divorced themselves from archi-

tecture   and    architects   from

planning.   We   need   to   have   a
meeting of the minds,

John  Howell, AIA,  is an architect

and   technologist   with   Jacobs

Engineering   in   New   York.   F{e-

cently  Chair  of  the  Information

Technology  Committee,  he  has

been    assisting   the   AIA   New

York   Chapter   coordinate   the

various   technology    infrastruc-

tures   -    phone,    data,    video

services  -  for  the  new  Center

for Architecture.



faibao, Shanghai (2002): 550,000-square-foot office building; Ming Kohg

Architectural  Design  Company, Architect-of-Record  (above)  North  Bund

District, Shanghai (in progress): Master plan for one square mile of urban

area, and design guidelines for 15 million square feet of new, renovated,
and  preserved  buildings 1:or commercial,  residential,  and  cultural  uses;

Buclchurst, Fish & Jacquemart, traffic consultant (top right) Ciro's Plaza,
Shanghai (2002): 1.1  million-squarelfoot mixed-use commercial complex;

Shanghai  Institute  Of  Architectural  Design  &  Research,  Architectlofl

Ftecord; James Carpenter Design, specialized glazing (botttom right)
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live in Shanghai now, Surrounded by traces of France. The length

of Huaihai Road\(formerly Avenue Joffre) is lined with plane trees,
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Echanson  de  la Confrerie de la Chaine de  Botisseurs,  and  organize

sumptuous champagne tastings and  related culinary events for f[gjigw'

dedicated  gastronomes.  While the  outward  forms  of some  of these

Francophile  institutions  survive  in  contemporary  Shanghai  life,  their

characteristics  have  evolved  to  become  undeniably  Chinese.  The

plane trees are now severely pruned to allow for the high-voltage wires
for electrified buses and massive streams of pedestrians and bicycles.

The Cercle Sportif gardens, once an exclusively francophone haven,  is

now a public park, where in the early mornings groups of older women

and   men   quietly   engage   in   tai-chi   and   rubbing   tree   trunks.   Cite

Bourgogne is one of many traditional long tang gated neighborhoods,

Chinese/\/\lestern  hybrids,  filled  with  semi-private  lanes,  seated  card

games,  low  strung  birdcages,  electrical  wires,  drying  bedspreads,
and flapping underwear. These old quarters are under constant threat

of demolition, as population pressure and high government land auction

prices create the incentives for even denser high-rise development to
take their  place.  I  have  worked  as  an  architect  and  urban  designer

throughout Asia intermittently for more than 20 years now,  and I  have

come to  love the bawling,  chaotic,  closed-in feeling  of Shanghai.  It is

a stimulating  time to  be  here.  Certainly,  there  is  a  lot  of construction

(although  some  claim  that  there  still  isn't  a  lot  of  architecture).  More

importantly,  the  whole  society  is  in  flux.   Chinese  cities  such  as

Shanghai,   grappling   with   the   conflicting   pressures   of   modern,

Western-style development and the preservation of tradition, are evolv-

ing to incorporate aspects of both cultures.

Unlike many Western urban cultures, Chinese cities (and perhaps

Chinese  society  itself)  never  emphasized  development  of the  public

i      domain.  This  is  not  necessarily  a  limitation  or a weakness.  On  the
Z
E      contrary,  it can  be both  practical and  poetic when  it comes to archi-

tectural practice. After years of working in Asia,  and China in particular,

I  have started to move away from the strongly "Western" arohitecture

and  urban design  models that were part of my training.  I  like to think

that the resulting work is neither fully Western nor Chinese.  I  prefer to

adapt  the  traditional  Chinese  urban  language  of  courtyards,   inner

lanes, neighborhood walls, and city gates to create semi-private envi-

ronments  that  I  feel  are  both  traditionally  Chinese  but  still  respond

to   some   of   the   public   characteristics   of   contemporary   life.

Shanghai  has  a  long  tradition  of  straddling  cultures,   so  it  is  not



Western  architect  I  feel  comfortable  here.  It  is  a

omed "foreign" practices, at least until it ends up

making  them  thoroughly  Chinese.  As  an  American  architect,  I  have

been   gradually  transformed   by  the   experience   of  working   here;

certainly the professional outlook and work look different as a result.

Commissions  for  singular  buildings  tend  to  come  out  of  our  large-

scale  planning/urban  design  efforts.   Our  projects  are  substantially

larger  than  what  we  would  normally  have  a  chance  to  do  in  the

States;   mixed-use  developments  with   multiple  buildings,   extensive

urban linkages, and intensive landscape design are the norm,  not the

exception.  I  am far more conscious of the distinctions between  public

and  private space,  and  I focus  reflexively on  orienting  entrances and

principal fa?ades away from streets, towards controlled  internal envi-

ronments.  More  than  anything  else,  I  work  faster  and  agonize  a  lot

less than  I  would  back home,  I  adapt  our architectural part/. to what

our Shanghai  office  staff  is  already typologically  inclined  to  do,  and

focus  instead  on  creating  internal  consistency  rather  than  seeking

unique solutions,

I  have observed  how effective  a  U.S.  firm  can  become  in  China.

In the last 10 years in Shanghai, our office has become accepted and

sought  after  by foreign  investors  and  Chinese  clients  alike.  We  have

learned how to leverage our hard-won relationships with the all-impor-

tant  regulatory  agencies  to  benefit  both  our clients  and  government

planning objectives,  and have become a party trusted by both sides.

(\/\fe  learned the  hard way that although  it  is our clients who  pay the

bills,  the regulatory agencies  usually have the last word  in the critical

aspects of a project's scale,  components,  and  design  process.) We

are  much  more selective about who we work for,  and  have  learned

how to  pass  on  some  of the  unrealistic  opportunities  that  land  on

our doorstep.

Shanghai  is like no other Chinese city; with a culture that has tra-

ditionally looked to the West,  it has urban  and  architectural traditions

that  seem  more familiar  (at  first,  anyway)  than  most  other  places  in

China.  Differences  remain,  but the trend  is  for  China to  find  its  own

voice,  not  simply adapt  Western  models,  American  designers  and

firms  with  solid  presences  in  China will  benefit  from  this  evolution,

not just  because  of  a  new  awareness  that  will  instruct  their  work

anywhere  in the world.

In   the   meantime,   it   is   a   pleasure  to   walk  along   Shanghai's

leafy streets and to see our new buildings fit into and  mold the new

urban  environment.

Christopher  Choa,   AIA,   is   a   Senior   Partner  and   director  of   HLW

lnternational's  Shanghai  office,  overseeing  a  number  of  large-scale

institutional,  commercial,  and  residential  projects.
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An emerging Turkish architecture f irm broadens its
horizohs by relocating to New York. By Richard Staub

VV
hile it's fairly common for large and mid-size New York firms

to cast their nets abroad,  it's not business-as-usual for a

foreign high-design firm to completely relocate to the U.S.

Yet that's what Global Architectural Development (GAD), a 1 0-year-old

Turkish architecture firm with a growing design reputation,  decided to

do when it pulled up stakes and moved to New York from  Istanbul,

ln  reality,  it  was  a  gradual  move  for  the  Tribeca-based  practice,

Gokhan Avcioglu and Ozlem Ercil, the firm's design and managing part-

ners  respectively,  spent  three  years  running  offices  in  New  York  and

Istanbul  before  settling  here for good  in  2003,  In  time,  they  built  up  a

solid U.S. client base, became accustomed to New York's style of doing

business  (which  is  actually similar to Turkey's),  and  formed  an  alliance

with another up-and-coming Manhattan~based architecture firm, Sul 1,

which  shares  GAD's  focus  on  computer-generated  design.  The  firm

already has a number of commeroial and residential projects underway

in New York,  New Jersey, Washington,  D.C., and Philadelphia.

Why move? As Avcioglu points out, "We continued to get projects

in  Turkey and  were  on  almost  every  list for  invited  competitions,  but

there wasn't an environment for developing design that stimulated me.

We wanted to be in between the old and the new worlds, After expe-

riencing  `the  old  world'  for years,  we wanted  to  be  on  the  `the  new

side,'  New York is like 19th-century Paris, a center of new ideas, and

a lively, fresh, and dynamic environment where provocative questions

are asked,  new ideas explored."

The firm has been exploring concepts of transitional, transparent,

and folded space since it first opened its doors.  Doing so in Turkey is

unusual  because,  according to Avcioglu,  Turkish  architects  generally

keep modernism at an arm's length. Their priority is to save buildings

that the government is not willing to protect and take a more contex-

tual approach to new buildings in order to preserve Turkish culture.  In

contrast,   GAD's  contemporary  response  is  to  skillfully  insert   new

design into historic or natural contexts. The architects respect and relish

the relationship -and the tension -between the existing and the new,

An example is what Avcioglu calls the "Invisible Box," a multi-pur-

pose event space inside the ruined  shell  of a 200-year-old  palace  in
Istanbul.  In  1999,  the  Marmara  Hotel  decided  to  reuse  the  elegant

landmarked  ruin  and  commissioned  GAD to  reclaim  the  space.  The

firm  created  a  thin  but  strong  stainless  steel  and  glass  box  that  is

suspended  within the  brick structure.  This  new  interior is tethered to

the brick walls with suspension rods, ensuring that the two structures

remain   equidistant  from   each   other  and   can   withstand   extreme

weather conditions and earthquakes.

A restroom coined "Groundscraper" by Aaron Betsky re-imagines

the traditional Turkish  public  restroom for a  popular park  in  Kadikoy,

an  Istanbul  suburb.  Inserted  down  into  sloping  ground,  the facility  is

topped by a concrete disc that seems to float low over the landscape,

held  aloft  by a  narrow  circle  of windows,  When  lit  at  night,  the win-

dows alert passersby to the restroom's presence.

GAD's "Exploded  House,"  under construction  in  Bodrum, Turkey,

responds to old building codes that limit a house's size to 750 square

feet. To work within the limit, the house has been exploded  into three

separate  buildings  for  living,  sleeping,  and  work,  set just  a few  feet

apart and  linked  by a glass atrium.  The central  glass vestibule  is the

home's  entrance  and  main  living  area with  180-degree vistas  of the

stunning   landscape  and   bay,   Floor-to-ceiling   windows,   operated

electronically,   can   slide   down   flush  to  the   ground,   allowing   sea

breezes to flood the interior.

The  roofs are designed  as  pools to  collect  rainwater.  Water cas-

cades from one roof to the next and is then circulated back, creating a

natural cooling system. A modern interpretation of Bodrum's traditional

dwellings, the angular structures fit snugly into the clefts in the hillside.

GAD's  most  recently completed  project  is  "Chameleon,"  a  multi-

purpose   space   used   by   the   industrial   conglomerate   Borusan
Company as an  exhibition  and  seminar space and training  center in

Parkorman  Forest.  Located  a few  minutes  drive  from  the  center  of

Istanbul, the forest attracts thousands of visitors.

Like the Exploded  House,  Chameleon's shape is angled to fit into

the landscape, and between and around the forest's century-old pine

trees,  which  may  not  be  destroyed.  Walls  and  floors  converge  at

surprisingly sharp angles; floors slope at unexpected  points. A metal

ramp  hugs  the  side  of the  building  and  tilts  up  onto  the  roof  as  a

terrace and additional exhibition space.



a
i;              Quick to assemble -it went up in six weeks -the building is con-

structed from  such  strong,  durable  materials as steel  and wood  and

can  be easily replicated. The steel-clad fa?ade will  rust over time and

give the impression of an aged structure abandoned in the forest.
It is too early to see any completed projects by the firm in the U.S.,

but one  now underway gives a hint of what to expect.  Philadelphia's

Locust Club is being renovated by GAD and Sul 1  as a boutique hotel

offering  a  spa,  nightclub,  and  dining.  The first  of the  project's  seven

phases  is  a  bar and  caf6 whose  ceiling,  walls,  tables,  seating,  and
floors  are  being  treated  as  a  continuous  surface.  Continuing  the

go-with-the-flow  feeling  are  suspended  lights  that  extend  from  the

ceiling  like drops of liquid frozen  midway.

GAD has its eye on projects that will let it extend its design reach in

project size,  scope,  and  location,  Avcioglu  is pragmatic about his new
home and the future.  "lf you  are in  New York,  you  are  in the center of

the world," he muses. "Maybe you won't build in New York, but you can

build anywhere in the world because you are based in New York."

Richard  Staub  is  a  marketing  consultant  and  writer who focuses  on

issues  important to the  design  and  building  community.

``Chameleon"  I  ah  exhibition  and  traihihg  center  in  Parkorman  Forest

outside of Istanbul (top lei:I) ``Exploded House" - three separate buildings

for living, sleeping, and work linked by a glass atrium; rainwater cascades

from roof pools (top right) ``Invisib[e Box" I a multi-purpose event space
inside  the  ruined  shell  of  a  ZOO-year-old  palace  in  Istanbul  (center)
``Groundscraper" - a park restroom  almost entirely underground (left)



The   Beijing   International
School Shunyi,  designed

by Perkins & Will, echoes

features  of  the  typical  Chinese

courtyard house - procession to

the entrance,  using  one section

of the structure to frame another,

screening  parts  of  the  building

from   direct  view,   and   creating

loggias   and   courtyards.   The

school's   Modernist   roots   are

also palpable -and may strike a

chord  with  the  many  American

baby  boomers who  walked  the

corridors   of  the   K-12   facilities

that  Perkins  &  Will  built  across

America in the 1950s and  '60s.

The   firm   has   a   long-term

commitment to  building  a prac-

tice  in  China.  To  root  itself more

deeply   there,    Perkins   &   Will

became  registered  as  a Wholly

Owned      Foreign      Enterprise

WOFE)  in  China  in  June  2000,

rather than opening a represen-

tative   office  or  starting   a  joint

venture   with   a   Chinese   firm.

This  gives the firm  more control

over design and construction do-

cuments and allows it to accept

payments in Chinese currency.

WOFE status requires regis-

tration   with   local   and   federal

governments  in  China,   as  well

as   a   cash   investment   (which

varies according to size of firm).

Taxes  vary  depending  on  loca-

tion,  so  the  firm  established  its

government   relations   office   in

Shenzen,  which  is  in  a Special

Economic    Zone;    the    main

design   office   is   in   Shanghai,

and    a    third    office    recently

opened  in  Beijing.
"The   whole   process   took

us  about  eight  months,"  says

Bon Vitale, AIA,  China Begional

Director    of    Perkins    &    Will,

who   splits   his   time   between

the  firm's  Park  Avenue  offices

and   China.    As   he   explains,

designing    in    China    requires

persistence,    personal    pres-
ence,  and  patience.

While working  on  the  Beijing

International      School      Shunyi,

Vitale was amazed to find 3,000

construction   workers   who   had

built spartan housing on the site

before  the  project  started,  The

presence  of  so  many  workers
changed designs -Vitale substi-

tuted   poured-in-place   concrete

for   pre-cast   panels   that   were

initially  planned,   and  introduced

tilework to take full advantage of

the labor available. The speed of

the   work   impressed   him   as

much  as  the  number  of work-

ers  -  the   550,000-square-foot

project was built in  12 months.

Starting   work   in   China   in

1996,  Perkins  &  Will  soon  real-

ized   the   timing   was   right   to

develop a major business there.

The  country  was  beginning  to

launch   a   long-term   drive   to

modernize,  and  intends to build

many   schools   and   hospitals.

This   "mirrors   our   core   experi-

ence and practice," says Vitale.

As   this   huge   building   initiative

progresses   and   with   its   entry
into the World Trade Organization,

China  also  has  allowed  foreign

investors roles previously restrict-

ed   to   Chinese   entities.   Other

developments such as the 2008

Olympics  in  Beijing  are  pushing

architecture ahead.

Developing   a   business   in

China means understanding not

only the  language,  but  also  the

subtext.  "We have bilingual  staff

in the  U.S.  and  China,  so direct

communication is not an issue -

it's the non-direct communication

that   is   the   challenge.    Direct

translation   from    Chinese   to

English   will   only   give   me   50

percent of the information -the
other   50   percent   is   subtext,"

explains   Vitale,   adding,   "That

requires    an    inherent    under-

standing of the Chinese language

and  culture."

Perkins   &   Will   staff   mem-

bers  who  were   born   or  have
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Ce
China

through   the   process   with   us,

they do see the added value,"

Both   Vitale   and   Yuheng

Shang   are   pleased   with   the

evolution  of  their  China  work.
"Because of our local presence,

we  have  the  ability  to  expand

our scope of services, increasing

our  involvement   and   oversight

throughout the design and con-

struction  process,"  Vitale  says,

Technology  helps,  too,  through

a secure computer network that

saves CAD files twice daily. The

time   difference   allows   staff   in

Shan-ghai   and   New   York   to

work on a project continuously,

Ultimately,   the   human   ele-

ment  dominates.  "How  do  you

control the quality of a project?"

Vitale  asks,  "Be there."  Yuheng

Shang    offers    this    counsel:
"Patience,  patience,  patience."

lived  a  long  time  in  China  pro-

vide  a  cultural  interpretation  to

understand  clients  and  how  to

do   business,    he   says.   Their

understanding  of  the  culture  is

key   to   translating   the   cultural

context  -  as  well  as  reflecting

local  sensibilities.

Yuheng   Shang,   AIA,   Chief

Bepresentative   in   the   firm's

Shanghai  office,  stresses  having

colleagues    who    understand

Chinese culture from the inside.
"Bi-lingual  and  bi-culture  staffs

are   extremely   important,"   he

states,  adding,  "out of the two,

bi-culture   is   more   important,

because  it  can  overcome  the

language barrier."

ln   meetings   with   Chinese

clients, Vitale sees his Shanghai

colleague  Grace  Chen  -  an

architect  who  also  sometimes

translates   for   him   -   smile

whenever she  hears  a  request

for    a    "distinctive    landmark

building."  She  and  Vitale  have

heard     the     phrase     before,

clients  in  China tend to ask for

architectural   features   that   will

make  a  statement  -  an  urge
that  has  spawned  a significant

number  of  Sim   City-like   high-

rises there.
"There   js  a  greater  open-

ness and freedom" in proposing

designs to clients in China than

in  most  places  where  the  firm

works, Vitale says. "China's been

a   great   petri   dish   of  design.

Clients  encourage  new  ideas."

He  notes that the  buildings the

firm   designed   in   China   have

caught   the   eye   of  American

clients,  leading to commissions

in the  United  States.

Vitale  explains  a  challenge

U.S.   architecture  firms  face   in

China:  the  fees  of  local  design

firms "tend to be one-fifth,  if not

lower,   than   ours."   Since   the

scope  of  services  his  firm  can

offer are much greater, he notes

that,    "Once    our   clients    go

For Perkjhs & Will, underl
stahdihg the culture is key.
By Thomas D. Sullivan

Thomas  D.  Sullivan  is  an  archi-

tecture   and    design   writer   in

New   York.    He   was   formerly

the   architecture   critic   of   The

Washington Times.

The  competitionlwinning  master

plan for the Shanghai International
Medica.   Zone   (SIMZ}   includes

40  million  square  feet  of  me-
dical  and  research facilities on

a  1,335.5Iacre  site  (bottom  left)

The   very   contemporary   Beijing

Inter-national     School     Shunyi

echoes   a   traditional   Chinese
courtyard  house  complete  with
brightly colored screen walls and
landscaped   courtyards   (center)
The 90,OOO-squarelfoot Shahghai-

Jahwa     I)esearch     Laboratory
incorporates  sustaihable  design
with   the   building   program   for

cosmetic   research  and   exhibi-
tions (bottom right)
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Enter= Recession
ln  2001,  a  recession  hit.  The  Kop  van  Zuid  redevelopment  suffered;

projects  in the works were  not  allowed  to  advance  until  leases were
signed.  In May of 2002, the Dutch government's priorities shifted, and

resources were redirected to social programs,  not architecture.

Political focus aside, the most striking difference between practicing

in the U.S.  and  in the Netherlands is the level of public discourse about

design.  Questioning  program,  even  for  an  office tower,  is  much  more

acceptable.  ``ln the Netherlands, the clients expect that," says Bietveld.

It can also make great demands on architects.  Each  municipality

in the Netherlands has the equivalent of a fine arts commission,  usu-

ally made up of architects. Bietveld has learned to expect tough ques-

tions,  and prepares for them.

She has learned to choose her battles.  "It's very important to not

let  a  project  get  overcooked,"   she  says.   Between  the  efforts  to

achieve  consensus  on  the  Maastower's  changing  parameters,  they

have  made  sure  that  their  basic  design  concepts  -  integrating  the

building with the city through breaking down its mass and using trans-

parency -survive.
The firm  is concerned with context -how a building will fit into its

(usually urban) setting,  both formally and programmatically, "We like to

be able to see through  part of the building," says  Bietveld.  Glass not

only makes the form  seem  lighter,  but also  provides a visual  link to

its  surroundings.

The  ground,  too,  is  crucial,  and  in  many  projects  is  used to  pro-

vide   a   program   differing   from   that   of   the   building   above.   The

Maastower will literally sit on the water, which can lap at the base. The

tower gestures towards the river,  leaning out over its edge.

Building  a  tower  in  the  Netherlands  presents  special  problems.

The Dutch  requirement that a building occupant be seated within 4.2

meters  (approx.14 feet)  from  daylight  means that the footprint  must

be smaller than those of American buildings; this limits the width and

height of a tower,

Pros and Cons
Working abroad also has its challenges. While the couple's European

work  experience  (and  certainly,   Bijk  Bietveld's   Dutch   background)

gives them an advantage, they have no office in the Netherlands, only
one in New York. They are taxed on worldwide income, says Bietveld,

and  encounter issues that larger firms  usually tackle with the help of

a law firm, Then there's the matter of the exchange rate -one can lose

money on a job because of timing.

There   are   advantages.   Fee   structures   are   more   prescribed,

which,  Bietveld  says,  can  be  positive;  there's  no  price war,  so firms

tend to be chosen on the basis of design quality.  European develop-

ers also have a longer rate of return than American counterparts, who

need  to  earn  their  investments  back  more  quickly.  European  clients

have  more  incentive  to  incorporate  green  design,   since  energy  is

much  more expensive, As a result, the firm  is able to lead  projects in

which the environment is a crucial part of the design.

For now,  Maastower is still at 235 meters, waiting for the Koolhaas

project  to  go  ahead,  According  to  Bietveld,  the  Botterdam  govern-
ment  wants  only  one  large  project  in  development  at  a time  on  the

Kop van Zuid.  Will the  Maastower be a new super high-rise,  or will  it

be  scaled  back  down?  "We  don't  really  see  that  the  height  will  be

dealt a blow," says  Bietveld,  citing  other architects'  projects in devel-

opment in the Netherlands that would rise even  higher,  "Building tall,"

she says,  "is still  a human aspiration."

Sara Moss,  a former assistant  editor at Archt'fectLtre  magazine,  stud-

ied  at  Colunibia  University  where  she  earned  a  master's  degree  in

architecture.  She  is  working  on  the  Fulton  Street Transit  Center.

View  of  Maastower  from  the  water  (opposite   page)  All  around  the
Maastower from every angle (below let I) Along the Rotterdam waterfront:
1=   Maastower,  Rietveld  Architect:s  2:   KPN  Tower,  Renzo  Piano  3=   De

Ftotterdam Woningen, Item Koolhaas/OMA 4= World Port Center, Foster &

Partners (below)



Peaceful
VVEILers

By Bonnie AE Harken, AIA

Bonnie  A.   Harken,  AIA,   is  Pre-

sident   of   Nautilus   International

Development Consulting. As for-

mer President of New Amsterdam

Development Consultants, Harken

and   Robert  D.  Yaro,   President

of the Regional Plan Association,

organized    and    led   the    New

Amsterdam Waterfront Exchange.

Last February, the American
delegal:ion    of   the    New
Amsterdam  Waterfront   Exl
change   explored   historic
and new waterf rent devell
opmehts   ih   Amsterdam.
'l\Aro months lal:er, the Dutch

delegation  visited  water-
f rohts  on  the  Hudson  and
East Rivers ih New York.

Why  undertake  an  exl
change of expertise about
waterfront:  redevelopment
between   New   York   and
Amsterdam?   Both   cities
share  illustrious  histories
as  global  centers  of  marl
itime trade, Both now share
the challenge of reshaping
large, discarded industrial
waterf rent  sites  to  meet
the needs of 21st century
urbanism    and    interna-
tional commerce.

The     Waterf roht     Ex-
change  between  the  two
Oil:ies was originally created
with   the    Ftegiohal    Plan
Association. The hope was
to  create  an  internal:ioha[
dialogue   about   how   key
waterf rents  could  have  a
tremendous    impact    oh
the  I utul.e  of  both  cities'
hisl:oric centers and chahgl
ing  urban  edges.  I\A/entyl
three  highllevel  New York
and Dutch public off icials,
developers, architects, ur-
ban   planners,   designers,
and     other     waterf rent
experts participated.

ln     Amsterdam,     the
workshops  focused   on   a
new  redevelopment  i ronl
tier  along  the  north  bank
of the IJ Ftiver across i ron
the    histor'ic    downtown.
Amsterdam   Noord's   620b
acre,  3.1|mile-long  zone  is
still  occupied  by  industri-
al  and  maritime  activity;
however, rising real estate
prices  in  the  old  center
and  changing  needs  have
already  begun  to  attract
modern    industries    and
creative uses. Along witli a
demand 1:or housing, 1:hese
have generated an interest
in   redeveloping   the   area
with     new     businesses,
recreation, and cultur'a] fa-
cilities,   and   in   providing
hew transportation links.

In  New  York,  the  dele-

gates  explored  the  Lower
East    Ftiver    waterf ronE,
where decades-long dead-
locks have begun to ease.
The workshop sites includ-
ed   Governors   Island   and
the   Brooklyn   waterf rohtB
The   hope   is   to   create
innovative mixedluse rede-
velopments that I-eposition
these   waterf rant   areas
within  the  context  of  the
Lower East River including
Lower  Manhattan  There
is the potential for a con-
stel!ation   of   commercial
activities,  residential  coml
munities,   and   dramatic
open   spaces   linked   by

water, and the opportunity
to recohhect adjacent coml
munil:ies both to 1:he waterl
front and to one another.

As the 12 New York and
11   Dutch   workshop   parl
ticipahts   boarded   boats,
toured   1:ormer   factories,
visited  construction  sites,
and pored over maps, the
crosslnational    dialogue
began to emerge. The New
Yorkers  1:aught  the  Dutch
about    serendipity.    The
Dutch  gave  hew  meaning
to   the   word   consensus.
Cohversal:ions 1:lowed about
the    chahgihg    patterns
of  global  trade  and  ``Ief I-
behind" populal:ions.

The  dialogue  climaxed
with   a   presehtatioh   of
I indihgs by 1:he Dutch delel

gal:ion  al:  New  York's  City
Hall   oh  the  I inal   evehihg
moderated  by  Josh  Sirel:I
man, Chief Operating Onicer
ol:  the  NYC  Economic  De-
velopment    corporation,
which shares responsibility
for many ol: the sites. Here
are some of their ideas for
the Lower East River.

Piers 6 -12:
This   is  a   place  for  new
housing,  modern  maritime
uses, waterlrelated recrel
ation,   and   creal:Eve   busil
messes blossoming  ih  new
low rise/high density, multi-
tasking   buildings   in   scale
with nearby Carroll Gardens.



South    Brooklyn    Marine
Terminal  (SBMT}=

Extend  the  planning  zone
f ron SBMT to the Brooklyn
Army Terminal and develop
the   area   ihl:o   ah   ``ihlahd
harbor''  ihtermodal  redisl
tributioh  hub for the  metl
ropolitan area. Consolidate
container freight port fuhcl
lions into a stateloflthelart
terminal   in   Sunset   Park,
where deeplwater channels
and   intermodal   cohhec-
tiohs are already available.

Governors Island:
As  the  front  door  to  New
York,  and  in  keeping  with
its   distinguished   role   ih
historic events such as the
I irst  summit  bet`Areen  the
UIS.  and   I)ussia   in   1988,
Governors   Island   should
serve as the signature me-
eting place for the region.

Dutch 'ITeat
The shit ting course of the
public and private sectors
in each city became a fasl
cihal:ing   subtextE   As   the
most:   densely   populated
country   ih   Europe,   plan-
ners   in   the   Netherlands
are masters of land utiliza-
tiohi Impressive largelscale
development    has    taken
place recently oh a series
of  artificial   pehihsulas  ih
Amsterdam  known  as  the
Eastern   Docklands.   The
area  went  into  decline  in
the  1970s  aft:er  cohtaiher
port  activities  shit ted  the
harbor further 1:o 1:he westi
Today,    the    area's    217
acres are home to 1.3 mil-
lion  square  feet  of  com-
mercial  space  and  about:
8,000   dwelling   units   of
which   close   to   half   are
affordable housing.

Memorable  hew  archi-
tecture   on   Amsterdam's
waterfront includes MVFtDV's
color.ful Silodam and Ftenzo
Piaho's  MEMO  (Metropolis
Science   and   Technology
Center).  Architecture   like
this is part of a shit I in the
balance  of  public  and  pri-
vale  sectoi.  roles.  On  the
Eastern  Docklands,  initial

public    master   planning
mandated   site   clearance
and     controlled     private
development.     However,
private   dlevelopers   and
nonlprof it  housing  associ-
ations    ultimately   devel-
oped   the   site,   overseen
by  Amsterdam's  physical
planning department.

But  nothing  in  Amster-
dam  rivals  the  integration
of   c®mmer[cial   and   resi-
dential   development  with
public   open   spaces,   art,
and   urban   amenities   of
Battery  Park  City  (BPC)  -
car]ved from a desolate 92-
acre  landf ill  site. The  New
York exchange began  here
with a welcome by Amanda
NI.  Burden,  AICP,  Chair  of
the New York City planning
Commission,     and     Vice
President of Urban  Design
during    BPC's    formative

years  in  the  1980s.  On  a
walking   tour,   Timothy   S.
Carey,  President  and  CEO
of    Battery    Park    City
Authority,  emphasized the
importance    of    environ-

rmentally   balanced   devell
opmeht  as  demonstrated
by   Solaire.   Designed   by
Cesar   Pe[li   &  Associates
Architects, it is BPC's f irst
building to give form to its
new   residential   ehvirohl
mental guidelines.

New York can  heighten
its prominence as a global
city by continuing to  rein-
veht   itself   as   a   modern
seaport with  ah  abuhdaht
mix  of  activities.  Why  not
1:ind new ways 1:o juxtapose

port act:ivities with jobs ih
emerging   economic   marl
kets and housing for urban
pioneers?  Why  not:  create
compact    port    facilities
nearer  to  population  cen-
ters   and   use  waterways
for    1:he    distribution    ol:
regionally consumed goods?
Why not accomplish all this
with  the  most  pioneering
and inspiring architecture?

If  we   meet  the   chall
lenges   of   reshapihg   key
waterl:rent sites - through
combined public and private
commit:meht to  ihhovation
and   visionary   planning   -
our future waterways  will
be showcases of New York's
leadership  ih  global  coml
merce and urban vil:ality.

Fort   Jay   on   Governors   Island

is poised to p.ay a vital role in the

renewal  of  New York  Harbor and

Lower  Manhattan  (top  let I)  The

colorful Silodam apartment com-

plex designed by MVRDV (below)





Getting to Work
When opening an  international office,  we have used a consistent set

of guidelines.  These  include:  evaluating  the overall  business  environ-

ment  in  the  region;  the short-  and  long-term  potential  for work;  and

the   availability   of   project  types   with   which   we   have   experience,

Traditionally,  an international office is evaluated after a year,  looking at

both  the  profitability  of  new  relationships  as  well  as  the  potential

for the future.

Working with the right team  is critical -from client to consultants
-but choosing the right people in a new region or market may seem

daunting. When working with new clients,  it is essential to learn what

companies  have  done  in  the  past  and,  more  importantly,  whether

their  goals  and   objectives  align  with   ours.   Outside  the   U,S.,   we

assume the role of design architect, teaming with local architects who

understand the relevant codes,  business culture,  and  politics.  When

putting together a design team,  we  recommend that our clients  hire
consultants who know how to work effectively on the individual project

type.  And  sourcing  as  much  of the  material  as  possible from  within

the country saves time as well as import duties and tax fees,

Becent   projects   include   the   just   completed   Times   Financial

Centre in Shenzhen,  China, The client was a private developer com-

mitted to the established  budget and schedule who kept the project

moving  quickly without sacrificing  quality.

More typically in China,  however,  potential clients lack experience

and  tend  to  establish   unrealistic  deadlines  they  themselves  don't

meet.  Government officials and clients are not always clear about the

length of time involved and  details of the building approvals process,

which  can  delay a project almost indefinitely.

Dubai offers a far more transparent,  straightforward system.  Most

often,  designers work with client representatives who can define the

project  scope  and  assure  a  nearly  negligible  governmental  approval

process.  Sydney,  Australia,  on the other hand,  has very strict zoning
regulations and a clearly articulated  process similar to the U.S.

They Speak English There, Don't The]rfD

You  would think that opening  a Sydney office would  be simpler than

working  in  Beijing  and  Hong  Kong.  But while Australia is  comparable

to the U.S.  in many ways, we soon discovered the differences.
"ln the U.S., you must be a registered architect to stamp drawings

to submit for building approval,"  notes  Nadia Biski,  an Associate with

our firm and a Boyal Australian  Institute of Architects (BAIA) registered

architect.  "In Australia,  a draftsperson can submit drawings to council

for approval.  However, you must be a registered architect to administer

a building contract,  unlike the U.S.  where any of a number of profes-

sionals may have that role."

The  subtle  linguistic  differences  between  Australia and  the  U.S.,

where "mates" are friends and  "g'day"  is hello,  have their architectur-

al  equivalents.  "Variations"  are change orders,  "briefs"  are programs,

and a "program" is a schedule. These are simple matters, but important

for seamless communication  between  international colleagues.

I Love New Yorkp

Generally,  people  all  over the world  see  New York  as  the  center  of

new ideas and believe that coming from here offers cachet.  Currently
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working  on  an  interiors  project  in  Dubai,  Biski  recalls,  "A  New  York

designer  definitely  holds  a  level  of  prestige  within  the  industry.  Our

client specifically sought out designers from  New York."

This  prestige  has  its  downside,  Some  potential  clients  assume

they would not be able to afford the fees of a New York-based firm. Our

role is to convince clients of the value that comes with our global expertise.

Diff icult Decisions

lt  is critical to constantly monitor the economic,  cultural,  and  political

climate  in  the  countries  in  which  you  have  offices.  We  opened  our

Hong  Kong office in  1991  and it prospered for many years,  However,

when the severe economic downturn  struck in  mid-1997,  we had to

take a whole new look at our operation.

We  officially  closed  the  Hong  Kong  office  in  1999,  recalling  the

staff to New York.  But we made frequent business development trips

throughout Asia which ultimately led to opening  new offices in  Beijing

and Sydney.

Maintaining an  international practice offers a firm economic diver-

sity.  When  the American  economy  slumped  in  the  early  l990s,  our

work in Asia helped to sustain the firm through  large-scale projects.

Just as important as economics, however, are the exciting oppor~

tunities   that   come   with   working   with   global   clients,   international

designers and consultants,  and the chance to explore the world.

Jeffrey  M.   Williams,   AIA,   is  a  partner  with   Brennan   Beer  Gorman/

Architects / Brennan Beer Gorman Monk/Interiors, and currently directs

all of the firm's Asian  projects from  its  New York headquarters.

Times  Financial  Centre,  Shenzheh=  28Istory tower  includes  offices  for

a major Chinese bank, a banking  hall,  retail space,  and three  levels of
below-grade  parking  (left)  Mixed-use  Tower,  Dubai:  60-story,  1]25,000-

squarelmeqer tower features a hotel, off:ices, and retail shops (top left)
Pehihsula Bangkok, Thailand: 40-story hotel designed in a ``W"-shape so

that all 370 9uestrooms have a view ol: the Chaophraya River (top right)



ATaleof
lh the center of Jerusalem,
an  imposing building I with
a design said to have been
inspired  by  King  Solomon's
Temple,  which  was  destrol
yed   ih   587   BC  -  will   be
transformed into a hew mul
seum for 1:he 21st century.

Hnder  the  direction  of
New York-based Arthur

Bosenblatt,   FAIA,   prin-

cipal of F3KK&G,  Museums and

Cultural   Facilities   Consultants,

the   Hechal   Shlomo,   originally

built  in  1958  as the seat of the

Chief  Babbinate  in  Jerusalem,

is  to  become  the  Museum  of

Jewish  Life.  The  museum  pro-

poses  to  bring  Judaism  to  life

through  explorations  of  differ-

ent  Jewish   communities   and

topics  such   as  the  Sabbath,

the    Jewish    home    and    life

cycles,   and  the  city  of  Jeru-

salem. According to Bosenblatt,
"Hechal   Shlomo   is   a   singular

opportunity  to  tell   a   `story'   in

a   compelling   way,   and   I   look

forward to working with cutting-

edge    Israeli    digital    designers

and  new  interactive  technolo-

gies  to   exhibit  this  extraordi-

nary  collection."

The  new  museum  will  have

the capacity to exhibit the more

than  5,000  ceremonial  objects

donated  to  Hechal  Shlomo  by

Sir  Isaac  Wolfson,  who  funded

the  construction  of the  building

as  well  as  that  of the  adjacent

Great Synagogue,  built in  1982.

Due  to  the  current  space  con-

straints, the collection remains a

hidden  treasure  -  with   only  a

fraction of Sir lsaac's great inter-

national   collection   on   view   at

any   given   time.    "What   is   so

appealing  is  the  magnitude  of

the  Wolfson  Collection  and   its

scope,   with  over  3,000  years

of   both   secular   and   liturgical

Jewish history," says F3osenblatt.
"I   first   became   interested

in   designing   museums   when

I  visited  the  `new'  Museum  of

Modern     Art     (designed     by

Edward  Durell  Stone  and  Philip

Goodwin)  in   1939  when  it  first

opened  on West 53rd  Street.  It

was  a  very  thrilling  sight  for  a

very   young    kid,"    Rosenblatt

says.  Before  winning  the  com-

mission     from     the      Hechal

Shlomo   Organization   and   the

Jerusalem    Fund,    Bosenblatt

has served in the past as found-

ing director of the United States

Holocaust   Memorial   Museum,

and  as  vice  president  and  vice

director    of    architecture    and

planning   for   the    Metropolitan

Museum of Art. He was a mem-

ber   of   the   National   Museum

Service Board during the Clinton

years,  and  is the author of BL//'/-

ding  Type  Basics  for  Museums,

Wiley,  2000).

Due  to  the   stringent   land-

mark codes  in  Jerusalem,  there

will   not   be   many  opportunities

to  modify  the  building's  exterior,

which   is   clad   in   typical   Jeru-

salem stone.  However,  there are

fewer  restrictions  on  the  interior.

Bosenblatt's  plan  includes mod-

ernizing  the  50,000-square-foot

building  to  adapt  the  space  for

cultural    exhibitions    and    the

crowds of visitors.

Once completed, the muse-

um  will   hold  seven  floors  with

four   main    exhibition    galleries,

classroom   facilities,    a   library,

auditorium,  muse

a   restaurant   with   panoramic

views.    The    existing    Padua

Synagogue,    with    an    interior

transplanted    from    Italy,    has

been   carefully  maintained  and

will  require little restoration;  it will

be  given   a  dedicated   access

and  continue  to  function  inde-

pendently as a synagogue.  The
Jerusalem   Foundation   is   cur-

rently   seeking   funding   for  the

project,    which    may   end    up
costing   more  than   $40  million

and  take  some  seven  years  to

complete (though it is hoped the

first  wing   will   be   open   to  the

public in three years).

Bosenblatt's   work   on   an

earlier   synagogue   project   no

doubt  impressed  his Jerusalem

clients.    In   2000,   the   Chevra

Lomdei   Mishnayot   Synagogue

in  Oswiecim,  Poland,  complet-

ed  in  1930,  was  restored  to  its

pre-World  War  11  condition  and

opened to the public. The most

remarkable aspect of this mod-

est     one-story     stucco-stone

structure with  high-arched  win-

dows  and  soft  yellow  walls   is

that  it  miraculously survived  the

Nazis  (who  used  it  as  a  muni-

tions    depot)    and    then    the

Communist   regime   when   so

many  others  did  not.  Its  interior

however, suffered a different fate

and   new   synagogue   furniture

was  built to  replicate what  was

destroyed,  Today,  it once again

serves  as  a  house  of  prayer,

contemplation,    and    learning,

primarily   for   people   who   visit

uschwitz,   a  few   miles   away.

The  Center was  funded  by the

New   York   based   Auschwitz

Jewish     Center    Foundation,

headed   by   businessman-phil-

anthropist  Fred  Schwartz.  With

additional  space  in  an  adjacent

house,  the  Center  now  houses

permanent   exhibits,    a   library,

and  archives  that  illustrate  the

vibrant  Jewish  life  in  Oswiecim

and   other  towns   that   dotted

Eastern   Europe.   It   also   docu-

ments the Holocaust that put an

end to it.  "I am very fortunate to

have the opportunity to work on

Jewish-related  projects  and  to

have the chance to make a dif-

ference,"  Bosenblatt says.

Unlike    many   architectural

powerhouses   that   have   out-

posts  overseas,  small  firms  like
BKK&G, with no satellite offices,

partner   with    local   firms.    To

Bosenblatt,    who    has    also

worked   on  two   museum   pro-

jects  in  Puerto  Bico,  one  of the
challenges    and    rewards    of

going global  is finding and part-

nering   with   local   architectural

firms that know how to do more

than   convert  feet  into   meters.

With  guidance from  Polish  gov-

ernmental  and  lay  leaders,  the

firm,   with   the   participation   of

Robert    Kupiec,    AIA,    chose

Byszard   Swietek  as  a  project

partner,  a  selection  Bosenblatt
calls  "superb."

For  a  project  to  succeed,

the partnering firm  must reliably

translate   technical   information,

ably  recommend  local  building
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3:     materials,   and   have  the  sawy
B     toworkwith local planners, gov-

ernment agencies, city councils,

and   mayors.    Partnering   firms

must be fluent in the latest com-

puter technologies  so they  can
transmit detailed information and

be in constant communication.

Still,  nothing takes the place

of  face-to-face  meetings,   And

as the firm's chief rainmaker,  it's

a  good  thing  Bosenblatt  loves

to travel abroad.

Linda   G.    Miller   is   a   freelance

writer, She most recently served

£      as  director  of  communications
G)

at the  Municipal  Art  Society.

Aerial rendering of the proposed
Hechal   Shlomo   complex   with

the  Museum  of Jewish  Life  and

1:he   Great:  Synagogue   of   Jerul

salem (top) F!ehdering of interac-

tive   exliibition   gallery   at   the

Hechal Slilomo Ivluseum of Jewish

Lil:e (center) The restored Chevra

Lomdei  Mishhayot Synagogue in

Oswiecim,  Poland  (bottom  let I)
The synagogue in Oswiecim as it

appeared in  1941  (bottom right}
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China currently embraces its own version
of  capitalism  mixed  with  communism,"
says  Lee Harris  Pomeroy,  FAIA,  principal
of Lee Harris Pomeroy Arehitects (LHPA).
``This  challenges  us  to  keep  up  with  a

country evolving quickly with its own style and nation-buildl
ing ambitions. Their rush to Westernlst]/Ie m®dernizatioh fur-
ther  challenges  arehitects  to  preserve  traditional  cultural
identity, even when the Chinese themselves may fail to fully
appreciate its value."

TEDA lnterna
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fter living in Ghana

for    four    years,

Max  Bond,  FAIA,

returned  to  New

York in  1968,  and

made   it   a   regular   practice  to

employ young African architects

at  Bond  Ryder  Architects,  and

later at Davis Brody Bond (DBB).

Architect    Vernon    Mwamuka

worked   at  Bond   F3yder  during

the   struggle   for   the   liberation

of   Zimbabwe,    later   returning

to  Zimbabwe  to  start  his  own

firm,    Mwamuka,    Mercuri    &

Associates  (MMA).   In  the  early

1990s,  he  invited  DBB  to  work

with    him    and    MMA   partner

Eugenio   Mercuri   on   a   master

plan -the firm had won a com-

petition  to  design  the  National

University     of     Science     and

Technology (NUsl| in Bulawayo,

Zimbabwe,  DBB  signed  on  as

lead  master plan architect.

Bond   was   no   stranger  to

doing   business   in   Africa.    His

work in Ghana included design-

ing  a  library  in  Bolgatanga.   He

has also served  as an  "external

examiner"    at    a   university    in

Nigeria.  Working  on  the  master

plan   for  the   university   offered

Bond  the  opportunity  to   apply

the lessons he had learned from

working in Africa decades earlier.

"lt  is  important to

get agreements on
currency and  review
all  local  laws
that apply,„

Bond   notes,    DBB   was   very

careful  when  negotiating  agre-

ements  for  the  NUST  project,

and  fees  were  paid  in  dollars.

Bond  says  the  university  was

an  excellent  client  -  the  Vice-

Chancellor would only authorize

a   phase   of   work   when   the

funds were available.

"It  is also  important

to associate with a
local architect
with whom cultures
and work habits
are shared,"

Bond  continues,  "We  made  a

significant  effort  to  understand

the  construction   industry  with

the goal of using as many local

craftsmen  and  as  much  local

material   as   possible   for   both

cultural and economic reasons."

Politically,  DBB  understood

how  important the  new  univer-

sity   was   for   Zimbabwe.   The

government   had   established
an  excellent  secondary  public

school  system,  but there  were

not  enough  spaces  for  gradu-

ates  in the country's one exist-

ing    university.    According    to

Bond,  "lt  was  more  difficult  to

be    admitted    into    the    only

Zimbabwean  university  than  it

was to American  or British  uni-

versities.   There   was   a   `brain

drain'  and the country was los-

ing   talented   young    people."

Adding to the  impetus was the

general  feeling  that  the  libera-

tion  of South  Africa was  immi-

nent,   and  Zimbabwe  needed

to  build  its  intellectual  capital.

--,,  _   _ ,-,,   i ,r-I  .  :  , `Tl  i   ;   : I--:-

The new university, to be built

in  Bulawayo, the country's sec-

ond  largest  city,  was  expected

to meet international standards,

so  university administrators  and

architects    visited    universities

in   the   U.S.   (MIT,   Stan ford)   as

well  as the  U.K.  The  Ministry  of

Education   spent   a  great   deal

of time  determining  the  budget

and     timetable     for     building

NUST,    "Though    the   original

intention  was  to  complete  the

campus  in   10  years,   we  pro-

posed a phased development,"
says   Bond.   The   first   building



was  divided   into  four  parts  to

house    administrative    space,

classrooms,   student   services,

and  the  library so the  university

could  move  on  site  quickly  and

then expand outward.

Designing   for   Bulawayo's

temperate   climate   and   gentle

terrain  was  vital  to  an  environ-

mental and economically sound

program.    The   design    team
worked   in   close   collaboration

with  mechanical  and  structural

engineers from Arup's Zimbab-

wean  office  to  reduce  energy

consumption    and    operating

costs.  The modest scale of the

buildings   (nothing   higher   than

four   stories   and   200   feet   in

length)  offers  natural  ventilation

and  lighting throughout.

The   master  plan   and   pre-

schematic design included other

sustainable  techniques  such  as

shading,  passive  solar  energy,

thermal    mass,    and   cooling

through  high  narrow courtyards.

Water  is  a  scarce  commodity

in  Zimbabwe,   so  the  campus

program   included   a  pond  that
collects rainwater and gray water

for re-use in campus irrigation.

Architectural   aesthetics   were

another issue.

"Because there

were no indigenous
moclels for a
university of science
and technology, we
sought to develop
several themes to
relate the buildings
to the locality as well
as to the presence
of both modern
and traditional
African culture,"

Bond  explains.   "We  sought  to

limit  the  size  and  height  of  the

buildings   to   reflect   something

of   the   scale   of   existing   local

buildings,   and   developed   plan

forms  based  on  those  in  tradi-

tional Zimbabwean architecture,

The curved courtyard and forms

in   the   master   plan   take   their

cue from `Great Zimbabwe' -an

ancient  complex.   On  the  other

hand,  the  mechanical  systems,

laboratories, and workshops meet

the highest technical standards."

The campus is designed pri-

marily for pedestrians. The main

pedestrian   boulevard   links   the
administrative center to the aca-

demic buildings and student and

faculty housing. A separate cere-

monial  route is  used for gradua-

tion and ceremonial processions

(and   accommodates   cars).   A
variety   of   outdoor   sheltered

spaces  for teaching  and  study-

ing  and   parcels  of  commercial

space   along   the   pedestrian

boulevard enliven the campus.

The   Phase    i    academic

buildings  alone  comprise  more

than    i.2   million   square   feet

of   highly   specialized   facilities

such as laboratories, workshops,

classrooms,  and faculty offices.

The  campus  has  been  in  use

since  1999,  but  additional  con-

struction  has  been  delayed  by

Zimbabwe's financial difficulties.

Notes Bond: "The founding Vice-

Chancellor Dr.  Makhurane coined

the  phrase   `NUST  is  a  must.'

His  goal  has  been  met  in  spite

of adversity."

Site   plan=   National   university

of   Science   and    Technology,
Zimbabwe   (left)   AdirmGm5stiFTaEi®ra

BDurEEdiiffig  @©©rmE©B.a  lnterior=  Faculty

ol: Commerce (right:)
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ow   long   ago   it   seems  -  the  arrival   of  the

American  architects.  It was the  l980s,  Britain

was  stoking  up  an  economic  boom,  and  the

one thing that we wanted very badly was fast-

track construction expertise for a new breed of

grandiose  office  block.  We  were  told  it  was

possible to  make such  buildings without scaf-

folding, and that the Americans knew how.  But

we were nervous. Would they take us over?

You  have to  remember that  architecture  in  the  U,K,  at that  time

was   pretty  much   a  closed   shop.   With   rare  exceptions  (including

the  odd  factory  by  Skidmore,  Owings  &  Merrill  (SOM)  and  Boche

Dinkeloo,  and  the  grand  Edwardian  palace  of  London's  Self ridges

department store,  in which  Daniel  Burnham  had a hand) architecture

in  Britain was done by Brits alone.

It wasn't all a matter of speed-built office blocks, though that was

what transfixed  us.  SOM  had a creditable entry for the original jinxed

competition  to  extend  the  National  Gallery  in  Trafalgar  Square  -  a

competition  abandoned,  restarted  with  a  new  brief,  and  eventually

won (and built) by Venturi,  Bauch,  and Scott Brown. Venturi et al had

a  tough  time  of  it  by  their  own  account.  Small  wonder:  that  was

during  the  period  when  architectural  taste  in  Britain  was  massively

influenced by the views of Prince Charles and his advisors, who came

and  went with  such  bewildering  speed that they became  known  as

the  "ln  and  Out Club."

Things were frothy. We got a slice of North America in the form of

the  massive  Canary  Wharf  office  complex.  Developed  by  Olympia

and  York to take  advantage  of tax  and  planning  breaks  available to

help   redevelop  this   previously  derelict  docks  area,   it  was  master

planned  by  SOM  and  Koetter  Kim.  With  its  central  tower  by  Cesar

Americans ih Britain
By Hugh Pearmah

Pelli and other buildings by Kohn Pedersen Fox,  Pei Cobb Freed, and

SOM  (again),  it  was  unlike  anything  we  had  ever seen.  Pelli  and  Pei

Cobb  Freed  were  still  designing  in  broadly  modern  mode,  but  SOM

and  KPF went for full  historicist rig.  Those were weird times.

After this,  a  big  economic  recession  calmed  everybody  down.  A

new kind  of puritan  Modernism  arrived. The big American commercial

practices -everyone from Gensler to HOK -all set up offices in London,

and swiftly went native. Architecture in London is these days an interna-

tional  affair,  and  the  mix  of nationalities  working  in  the  offices  is  pretty

much the same whether they happen to be British-or American-owned.

In fact we don't even really think about the American invasion any

more.  The  fact  that  our  most  sensitive  intelligence-gathering  center,

the  huge  new  rotunda  of the  GCHQ  (Government  Communications

Headquarters)   building   in   Cheltenham,    England,    is   designed   by

Gensler raises no more eyebrows than the fact that Frank Gehry has

designed a cancer support center in Dundee, Scotland, or that Bafael

ViF`oly is building a theater in  Leicester,  England. We even send some

of our people - Lord  Foster and Sir Nicholas Grimshaw among them
-over to you. Though not very many, so far. Winning a commission in

the  States  for a  British  architect  is  still  hard  going.  As  for  rapid  con-

struction -well, we know how to do that now, thanks, What we could

use now is a streamlined  planning approvals system. Any ideas?

Hugh  Pearman  is  the  architecture  and  design  critic  of  The  SL/r7cyay

77mes,  London,  and author of Cor7terr7po;~ary Wor/c/ Arch/'tecfL/;~e pub-

lished   by  Phaidon.   A  frequently  updated  selection  of  his  writing   is

online at  his web  magazine,  Gabion  (hughpearman.com),

Gehsler=   GCHQ   (``the   Doughnut"),   Cheltehham   (left)   Ftafael   Vifioly

Architects: Leicester Theatre and Performing Arts Complex (right:)
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¥ he  United   Nations  should   begin  giving  tours  of  its

upper floors,  Otherwise,  preservationists  may  imag-

ine them to be something they're not.  By now, it's well

known that the United  Nations  is  planning two major

construction   projects,    First,   the   United    Nations

Development Corporation  (UNDO),  the agency char-

tered by the city and state to provide the international body with office

space, will build a 900,000-square-foot tower immediately south of its

existing  complex.  IThe site,  at  First Avenue and  42nd  Street,  holds a

neglected  playground  and  a Queens-Midtown Tunnel  air vent).  Once

that  building  is  complete,  the  U.N.  will  empty  and  renovate  its  50-

year-old   headquarters:  the  39-story  Secretariat,  the  scoop-roofed
General Assembly, the Dag  Hammarskjold  Library,  and a conference

building overlooking the East Fiver.  Lovers of mid-century Modernism

are  already  worried.  After  all,  the  U.N.  -designed  by  a  team  that

included Wallace Harrison and such superstars as Le Corbusier and

Oscar  Niemeyer -is  an  icon  of the  International  Style.  It  is  also  New

York's  answer  to  the   Hilton   hotels  that   lent  glamour  to  cities   like

Istanbul and Athens  in the  1950s, The formula:  A sleek tower brack-

eted  by low-rise buildings,  served  by a circular driveway with a foun-

tain  in  its center.  But unlike the hotels,  which  have had to upgrade to

stay in  business,  the  U.N.  has left things  pretty much  alone,  Bichard

Meier,  who  (along  with  Kevin  F{oche,   Fumihiko  Maki,  and  Norman

Foster)  is  competing to  design the  new  U.N.  tower,  toured the com-

plex recently, and remarked that he was amazed to see it was "a per-
fectly preserved period piece." That same sense of wonder pervaded

Todd  Eberle's  photos  of the  building's  mid-century details,  published

in  Vanity  Fair  this  year.   But  to  some  of  the  U.N.'s  employees,  the

Vanity Fair spread was more a source of puzzlement than of pride. To

them,   the  building   is  disastrously  outmoded,   and   nostalgia  could

stand  in the way of needed  renovations.  Boots  leak,  there's no ade-

quate sprinkler system, and the air conditioning strains. With asbestos

everywhere,  minor renovations have been postponed,  leaving spaces

drab  and  poorly  con figured.  The  32nd  floor  is  typical  -  offices  feel

jerry-rigged,  and the center hallway,  though  hundreds  of feet above
Manhattan,  resembles a hospital  basement.  By contrast, the tower's

exterior,  with  its  white  marble  ends  and  green  glass  sides,  is  still  a

stunner.   It's  possible  to  imagine  someone  like  Toshiko  Mori  -  who

appreciates the achievements of her Modernist forebears but has the

self-assurance to envision a 21 st-century architecture -rethinking the

interiors  in  a way that  realizes the  building's  promise,  She,  or some-

one of her stature, ought to have that chance, The public spaces are

another story. With their Chagall windows,  Leger murals, and Norman

Bockwell  mosaic,  the  ground  floor  rooms  have  become  so  familiar

over  50  years  that  they  deserve  to  be  preserved  for  history,  if  not

architecture's  sake.  If  the  past  is  any  guide,  the  United  Nations  will

make  its  plans  in  secret.  The  U.N.  and  the  UNDO  have  refused  to

United Nations Headquarters
By Fred Bernstein

comment  on  the  current  competition.   But  that  secrecy  may  work

against the U.N.  Preservationists who haven't been beyond the build-

ing's  lobby  may  cry  desecration  when  the  office  floors  are  gutted.

And though the U.N.  answers to no one -least of all local  preserva-

tion groups -it ought to get New Yorkers who care about architecture

behind  it.  It could start by giving tours of the 32nd floor.

Fred  Bernstein,  an  Oculus  contributing  editor,  studied  architecture  at

Princeton  University,  and  has  written  about  design  for  more  than  15

years`, he also corfuT.ibutes to the New York TI.mes , Metropolitan Home ,

a`nd  Blueprint.

The united Nations Secretariat (top) A George Nelson floorlamp doesh't

enliven a makeshif I workspace (bottom)
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As  New York architects discover 1:lourishihg overseas mar-
kets for their services, they are fihdihg they have as much to
learn  from  their  host  count:ries  as  they  have  to  teach.
By Roger Yee

ti

ew York architects have been welcomed over-

seas ever since the global economy began to

burgeon  in the  1970s.  After all,  the  Big Apple

has  been  one  of America's  centers  of  archi-

tecture since the days of Bichard Morris Hunt,

a founder of the AIA.  Yet the  reasons why  its

architects  work abroad,  the  ways  they  serve

clients  overseas,   and  the  impact  of  foreign

work on their practices vary from firm to firm, The following observa-

tions by fellow New Yorkers offer useful  insights.

What  lures  a  New  York  architect  overseas?  Like  the  launch  of

countless individual firms,  many overseas practices seem blessed by

chance:  the right firm  in the right place at the right time.
"It  started  when  I  attended  a  business  conference  in  1980  and

heard  a speaker tell  the  audience,  `If you're  not  global  by  1990,  half

of you  in this room will  be out of business,"  recalls A.  Eugene  Kohn,

FAIA,  a  co-founder,  principal,  and  chairman  of  Kohn  Pedersen  Fox

(KPF).  "When  we  learned  that  Goldman  Sachs  was  building  a  new
London headquarters in  1981, we traveled to London,  interviewed for

the job, and got it. We started the design here in New York and asso-

ciated with  a London firm,  putting  our people in  its office."

KPF's  overseas  drive  picked  up  speed.  Shortly after winning the

Goldman  Sachs  commission,  the  firm  secured  assignments  for the

Frankfurt headquarters of DG Bank and two office towers at London's

Canary Wharf.  Successful  as  KPF was  in  the  mid-1980s,  Kohn  and

fellow  co-founders  William  Pedersen,  FAIA,  and  Sheldon  Fox,  FAIA,

were happily surprised by their swift acceptance overseas, which led

to opening offices in  London, Tokyo,  and  Hong  Kong,

Whom do you know ih Tolq/a?
idore  common  is the  story of the architect who 1:ollows a
long-term, domestic client: offshore. It's easy to see why a
trusted  architect would  be  invited  by  a  client to  provide
proven  design  services  in  unproven  settings.  This  is  how
Swanke  Hayden  Connell  Architects  (SHCA)  developed  its
overseas practice.

``Our i irm was  principally involved  in  serving 1:he f inan-

cial  services  industry  in  the   1980s,"  observes  Richard
Hayden, FAIA, a partner of SHCA.  `fwhen the financial secl
tor expanded g.obally, our client base of multinationals like
Lehman Brothers, Citibank, and American Express took us
to  London.  This  marked  our first  major step  in  expanding
geographically. We opened our London off ice 17 years ago,
and employ 100 people there howl" Today, SHCA also oper-
ates in Paris and Istanbul.

But  the  journey  overseas  can  be  detoured  by  such
obstacles  as  unfamiliarity with  foreign  markets,  logistics
problems, and uncompleted projects. Any architect pursu-
ing  clients  ih  New York  can  imagine  the  complications  of
the chase in a foreign city. False moves are inevitable when
you're far I ron home.

Peter   Samton,   FAIA,   a   partner   of   Gruzen   Samton,
believes his firm's involvement in a mixedluse, multi-phase
project:, the Shanghai Racquet Club, has made worthwhile
a  circuitous  odyssey  1:o  ChinaE  En  route,  Gruzen  Samton
1:aced   a   wihhing   design   for   a   competition   that  went
nowhere and unpaid invoices for a supposedly sound project.
Then the f irm  placed second  ih yet ahol:her competition -
but made connections that: led to the F]acquet ClubE

11:  getting  access  to  the  right  people  is  mandatory  in
New York, so is making the right connections ("guangxi" in
China) overseas. The prize for Samtoh and his colleagues is
that their combined sports club and  1,000Iunit cohdomihil
urn  gives  Shanghai's  young  professionals  a  f resh  all:ernal
live to sl:andard, Soviet-sl:yle housing. ``Sales started slow-
ly,"  Samton  admits.  ``However,  all  the  units  in  1:he  1:irst
phase  have  been  sold."  Gruzen  Samton  is  designing  the
project: in  New York and  preparing contract documents  in
leased  space  at  a  New  York  I irm's  Shanghai  off ice,  in
co.Iaboration with a local design institute.
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Want respect? Get out of town.
While the name oh your door says ``New York architect" to
you, it should also say ``local architect" 1:o your host couh-
try's clients. So states Ken Drucker, AIA, design director ih
the  New  York  off ice  ol:  Hellmuth,   Obal:a  &  Kassabaum
(HOK),  the  St.   Louislbased  firm  with  foreign  offices  ih
Lohdoh, Berlin, Mexico City, Tolq/o, and Hohg Kohg. Foreign
clients heed architects who understand  local  regulations
and conditions, along with international concepts in design
and  technology.  How  a  firm  organizes  itself  to  operate
overseas is critical to c[ieht satisl:action.

``Our  philosophy  is  to  be  a  local  firm  that  makes  full

use of our global assets," Drucker explains. ``We launch a
new overseas off ice with  senior American  professionals
who  caret ully  train  a  staff  of  1:oreigh  hatiohals  to  take
over  most  if  not  all  ol:  the  operations."  So  ih  London,
HOK's largest general practice off ice with ZOO people, it
employs 12 Americans, and ih Hohg Kong, the staff of 40
includes  three  Americans,  a  pattern  repeated  by  other
American 1:irms.

Maihtaihing quality and consistency across borders is a
continuous concern, because most overseas off ices enjoy
considerable  latitude  ih  developing  business.  To  reinforce
1:raining ih il:s culture and practices, HOK uses the lhterhet
to  post  best practices,  define  project deliverables,  and
share  project data.  HOK sends  1:earns to  review  design
documents for very large projects before they go out.

``Europe and Asia treat us with greater respect," Kohn
notes. ``As a result, their architects participate ih the polit-
ical life that shapes the built ehvironmeht, as we've seen
with  major  architects  like  Norman  Foster  and   Kehzo
Tahge." Cliehts ih various overseas markets also care more
about  ehvirohmehtal  design,  quality  cohstructioh,  and
energy  cohsumptioh  than  their  New  York  counterparts
because they cah't all:ord to waste anything, Haydeh indi-
cates. ``This doesh't prevent architects from fighting over
everything," he adds. ``But the cohstructioh industry is hot
at odds with the architect and the owner, because they all
share common social values.''

Overseas  work  ish't  necessarily  easier or  more  prof-
itable, of course. Much of the behef it stems from witnessing
how architecture  is created  ih  other cultures.  ``The  ihl:Iu-
ehce   goes   back  and   forth,"   Haydeh   concludes.   ``Our
overseas clients value our ability to design large, complex,
and  technologically sophisticated  projects.  The fact that
we're equally interested ih their cultures is noticed - and
much appreciated."

Poger Yee is an editor of books on architecture and interior design for

Visual Beference Publications and a consultant to organizations in the

design community.

Good Practices=

Doing Business Overseas

Gruzen Samton  (Design Architect, Apartments)= Shanghai  Racquet Club

and Apart:ments; HLW,  Executive Architect and  Design Architect for the

Racquet Club (bottom left) HOK: University Health Network, Toronto (top

left)  Kohn  Pedersen  Fox Associates  (Design  Architect):  Roppongi  Hills,

Tolq/o;  Ivlori  Building Architects and  Engineers, Associate Architect (top

right) Swanke Hayden Connell Architects: Is Bank Headquarters Complex,

Istanbul (above)

Correction:   In  the  Summer  2003  Good   Practices:  Transitions,  the

firms   cited   for   recent   leadership   changes   should   have   included

Perkins & Will rather than Perkins Eastman, whose six senior partners

are celebrating 20 years together this year.
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Le Corbusier drawing, pieton de
Princeton (Princeton pedestrian),
December 4,1935, Princetoh
University Library

Le Corbusier in America:

Travels   in  the   Land   Off

the   Timid,   by   Mardges

Bacon.   Cambridge,   MA:

The   IvllT   Press,   2003.

$29.95 (paper).

Le  Corbusier  arri-

ved   in   New  York
for the first time on

October 21,1935.

Before   leaving   for

Mexico    City    on

January  16,1936,  he  visited  or  lectured  at
Princeton, Harvard, Yale, MIT, Vassar, Bowdoin,

Columbia,    Wesleyan,    the    University   of

Wisconsin, Cranbrook Academy, and at muse-
ums  including  the  Arts  Club  of  Chicago,  the

Kalamazoo   Institute   of   Arts,    MOMA,   the

Philadelphia  Art  Alliance,  and  the  Municipal

Arts Society of Baltimore.

The visit was an emotional  one for him,  as
the aftermath  of World War I  had triggered  a

growing   interest  in  things  American  among
European    artists    and    intellectuals.    Le

Corbusier decided to come over and see for
himself, and perhaps pick up a commission or
two   by   way   of   establishing   an   American
beachhead for his practice.

He    was    ultimately    disappointed,     not

because  of  the  quality  of  what  he  saw  but
because  the  polite  reception  he  was  given
never  led  to  any  projects.   Several  of  the
schools,   chiefly   Princeton   under  head   of
design  Jean  Labatut,   received  him  warmly.
Elsewhere  the  reception  was  cool  -  Beaux
Arts   tradition   was   still   strong   and   modern

functionalism  didn't  come  into  its  own  in  the

U.S.  until the late  1940s.

On returning home, Corbu wrote When the
Cathedrals Were White:  firavels in the Land  Of
the  77mr'd,   He  admired  what  he  saw  as  the

power of mechanization to solve social ills but
was distressed at not seeing it used to greater
effect.  Author  Mardges  Bacon  in  her  new
book Le  Corbusier  in  America:  firavels  in  the
Land   Of  the  Timid,  argues  that  Cathedrals
marks "a dramatic shift in his internal develop-

ment: the quest of a second machine age. At
the   Ford   Factory   and   in   large   cities   Le

Corbusier  encountered  the  possibilities  of

unprecedented  power,  technology and  orga-
nization,"   in  which   he  saw  vast  benefits  to
advancing the social,  cultural,  and technolog-

ical content of architecture.
The 400-plus pages of Bacon's book focus

on those crucial  10 weeks that  Le Corbusier
spent in the U.S.  It is meticulously researched

and  leaves  no  personal  or professional  stone
unturned (of the 400 pages, no fewer than 74
are footnotes and references).;We learn, for
example:  Corbusier  had  a  deep  interest  in
African  and  African  American  culture,  and

knew Josephine Baker and Louis Armstrong.
He  was  a  tireless  networker  and  had  an

unerring   eye   for   well-connected   potential

patrons  and  champions.  He  befriended  the
American-born     philanthropist    Princess

Edmond  de  Polignac  (heiress  to  the  Singer
Manufacturing   Company   fortune)   and   the
well-to-do American  writer  Marguerite Tjader

Harris,  who  asked  him  to  design  a  house  in



Switzerland  and  accompanied  him  through-
out  his  America trip,  He  knew  Henry-F3ussell

Hitchcock  ovassar),   Philip  Johnson,   Joseph
Hudnut (Columbia and later Harvard),  MOMA's

Alfred    Barr,    and    many   others,    including

Douglas  Haskell,  critic  for  the  Ivew  Fapub//'c

and  later editor of Aroh/'fecfL;ra/ ForLzm,  and A.

Lawrence   Kocher,   architect   and   editor   of
Architectural  Record  UF?ecord  was to  pululish
Le  Corbusier's  work  regularly  and   champi-

oned  European  Modernism).

He  lectured  equipped  with  a  large  easel
with  newsprint on which  he sketched  liberally

while   he  talked   (many  of  his   sketches  are
reproduced  in color).

He liked his creature comforl:s. On his visit to

Chicago he reportedly asked for -and received
-the overnight services of a lady of easy virtue.

The   Ivew   york   Tt'mes   ran   a   story   on
November  3,   1935  under  the  headline  "Le

Corbusier   Scans   Gotham's   Towers;   The
French  Architect,   on  a  Tour,   Finds  the  City

Violently  Alive,   a  Wilderness   of   Experiment

Toward  a  New  Order."  The  story  shows  a
frontal  shot  of  the  recently  completed   F3CA

building  in  Bockefeller  Center,  a  rendering  of

Corbu's City of the Future,  and a snapshot of
Corbu   gazing   raptly   at   (presumably)   the
Manhattan scene.

Le  Corbusier was  to  visit  the  U.S.  several

times   more.   He   designed   the   Carpenter
Center for the Visual Arts  at  Harvard  in  1959

and was in Philadelphia in  1961  to receive the

Gold   Medal   from   the  American   Institute   of

Architects.  But  it was  during those crucial  10

weeks  in  1935  that  Le  Corbusier  shifted  his

spotlight,  as  author  Bacon  points  out,  away
from  "the  machine  inspired volumes and taut

[Mies-Iike] surfaces of the 1920s toward more
massive  facades  incorporating  such  regional
and  vernacular  elements  as  stone walls  and
the brise-soleil ."

Stephen  A.  Kliment,  FAIA

ffGSEginb®®mbm
click Here= www.desighboom.com
For many designers  a well-stocked  personal  reference  library  is a  life-

long   work-in-progress.    Now   it   gets   a   tremendous   boost   from

www.designboom.com. This Milan-based website is the home of Birgit

Lohmann's   inspired   editorial   effort   to   exploit   the   global   connective

opportunities  of the  Internet  and  not  merely  imitate  a  design  mag  in

backlit form,  The three-year-old  design webzine traverses international

borders to serve up a compendium of first-rate historical and contem-

porary  design  and  design  theory.  With  associates  Massimo  Mini  and

Luca Trazzi,  the  selections  featured  in  designboom  have  a  decidedly

Italian sensitivity to good design - it is easy to believe its claim to be the

foremost European design e-zine.  It is not merely a parking lot for sexy

euro-zone designs (and what would be bad about that?).

The   site   features   international   sources   of   excellent   industrial

design, biographies, architecture, graphic design, interviews, and design

related fields. Where but designboom can you purchase vintage Mikli

eyewear,  browse Gio  Ponti's  biography,  discover the photographs  of

Eikoh  Hosoe,  and  bookmark a nifty scroll  bar of favorite designers  in
"/portraits"  while  you  wait  for  your  CAD  file  to  regenerate?  The  site

offers  you  the  opportunity to  refresh  your  memory  of the  venerable

George Nakashima and catch up with Susan Kara (for the challenged

pc user, she is the design chick that gave the Macintosh many lovable
icons such as the trashcan and the bomb).  If there is an imbalance in

this  assemblage,  it  is  in  the  paltry  number  of  noteworthy  women,

though credit is due for including more than Zaha Hadid in the biogra-

phies.  Keep  an  eye  out  for  design  competitions  such  as  the  just-
closed   call   for   entries   to   100°/o   Folding   Chair   Design   and   WC

Water  Concept  (bathroom  fixtures).  Whatever  your  design  interest,

designboom   is  a  necessary  volume  on  your  virtual   library  shelf.

Margaret  F3ietveld,  AIA
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f`Bring  it on  home 1:a  me..." Sam Cooke

``But  then  who  doesn't  (BEk©  E©  haaw@B  EEn©  nasi±  word."

(f ron "MarkingJ' by Philip Schultz ih The Holy Worm
of Praise)

¥he city that never sleeps has a disproportionate

share of people who stay up all  night inventing

phrases  like  "24/7"  and  designing  buildings  in

Shanghai, Sebastopol, and San Sebastian. But

what about the here and now?  How does the

city  billed  as the  world's  second  home  come

home  to  take  root?  "Whatever  exists  in  the

world,  some  portion  of  it  exists  in  New  York,"

writes  photographer Chester Higgins,  Jr.  in  his City Secrets descrip-

tion  of Awash,  an  Ethiopian  restaurant  on  Amsterdam  Avenue  and

106th  Street.   New  Yorkers,  new  and  recent,  adopt,  adapt,  and

rearrange restaurants,  streetscapes,  buildings,  open  space,  and the

waterfront.    At   the   end   of   ltalo   Calvino's   /nv/.s/'b/e   C/I/'es,    the

omnipresent  Marco  Polo  concludes:   "I  will  put  together,   piece  by

piece,  the  perfect  city,  made  of  fragments  mixed  with  the  rest,  of
instants separated by intervals, of signals one sends out, not knowing

who receives them."

Each re-created New York, like each re-named Venice in Calvino's

book,  is  partly recognizable to those old  enough to  remember what

has been lost, or with the time to see what is newly gained. For exam-

ple,  Norval White  in the  most recent,  fourth,  edition  of the A/A  GL;/de

to Ivew york C/ty talks of the historically changing width of Greenwich

Street,  and the experimental  light rail system that rode above its nar-

row passage in the 1870s. Who knew?

Other global centers send their innovators and  innovations to our

city.  Think  of the  globetrotting,  Olympian  "dream  team"  of  Santiago

Calatrava,  Norman  Foster,  Daniel  Libeskind,  Benzo Piano,  and  Bafael

Vifioly.  But  when  architects  create  and  writers  concoct  other  cities,

somehow  New York  is  seen  dimly through  the  reflection,  Barcelona,

for  one,  almost  became  New York's  dappe/ganger.  Maybe  it  is  the

new  New  York.   In  Homage  to  Catalonia,   George  Orwell  writes  of

streets  dimly  lit  for  fear  of  air  raids:  "From  the  little  windows  in  the

observatory one could  see for miles  around - vista after vista of tall

slender buildings,  glass domes  and fantastic  curly roofs with  brilliant

green and copper tiles; over to eastward the glittering pale blue sea -
the first glimpse of the sea that I had had since coming to Spain. And

the whole  huge town  of a million  people was  locked  in  a sort of vio-

lent inertia,  a nightmare of noise without movement."

Mary and James Haight note in their Wa/ks /`r7 P/.casso's Barce/ona

that  "Gaud`'s first and only municipal commission for the city was for

street lamps on the lower Bamblas and their companions in the Plaga

Think Locally, Act Globally

Rick Bell, FAIA, Ikecutive Direct:or,
AIA New York Chapter

Beial.   Gaudi  received  the  municipal  appointment  as  a  result  of  a

lengthy  memorandum,  dated  June  1878,  concerning  the  `urbanistic

importance of street  lights,"  Some  125  years  later,  the  City of New

York has a heightened interest in street furniture and street lamps. So,

when the Ivew york 77mes magazine section calls Barcelona "the van-

guard  capital  of Europe"  and  "a laboratory of taste," there are those
who would  repeat the Catalan folk saying  quoted  by Bobert  Hughes

in  his  non-fiction  history,  Barce/ona:   "menjar  be  i  cagar  fort  /  I  no

tingues  por de  la  mort"  (Eat  well,  shit  strongly,  and  you  will  have  no

fear of death).

What does  Grant's Tomb  refract  of the  Parca Guell? What does

design-build  owe to  Gaud`,  who  evidently would  cross  the  street  to

challenge potential donors to the Sagrada Familia to contribute more?

What  lessons can the Olympics  NYC2012  planners  learn from  more

recent  Catalonian   experience?   Does  globalizatjon   have  its  critics,

even  amongst  those  designing  the  bastions  of  international  finance

and  multinational communications?

These rhetorical questions or others like them are answered with

wit and  sass  in  Oren  Safdie's  play  "Private Jokes / Public  Places,"  a

riotous  exploration  of  the  cultural  differences  between  and  among

architects  of  different  generations,   different  genders,   and  different

genomes,  As  Gaudi,  now  nearing  canonization,  said:  "The  architect
must not speak in vague terms."
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Professional  Liability Insurance Specialists for Design  Professionals since  1976.
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A full  service  law firm  representing architects  and
related  design  professionals for over 60 years.

Contaict: Edward N. Walker, Esq.
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Well  established,  award winning,  medium  size,  New
York   interior   design   firm   with   international   clients,

excellent  portfolio,   corporate,   residential   and   retail

proiects,  for  sale.  Ideal  for  architectural  firm  without
interior   department.    For   confidential    information

please fax 212-725-3227.
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...join the  President's club at Sandler Sales lnstitute!

Our proven system helps successful professionals
like you  disqualify poor prospects, so you  spend
less time  on  proposals and  more time  building

relationships with prospects who will  be clients.

Call today to join the  Club -and  start building the

marketing  relationships you want!

ts;S Strategic Selling Solutions, LLC
230  Park Avenue, Suite  1000
New York,  NY 10169

Sandler       Tel.212-808-307o
Sales  lnstitutee        Auwhoriz8dftcensGe
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Thot's why world-famous  s(ulptor

J.  Sewqrd  Johnson  (qll'ed  on  Hudson

when  he  needed  a  canopy for  his

life-size  replica  of  Renoir's  "The

Lun(heon  of the  Boating  Party."

Not  only  did  the  (qnopy  hove  to  look

exo[tly  like  the  original,  but  it  had

to  stand  up  to  all  kinds  of weather.

The  solution:   An  intri(ate  hidden

truss system  that could  survive  New

Jersey's  rqin,  strong  winds,  and

heavy snows.

We've  also  solved  problems  for:

Local  &  Notional  Retailers

Restouronts .  Medi(ql  Fo[ilities

Hotels .  (ountry  (Iubs

Residen(es .  Movies  & Television

HUDSON AWNING & SIGN (0. IN(.
-Because  First Impressions  Last

8oo-624-To|2  .  www.hudsonawning.com a- ill-

RH
A Division of

Giumenta Corporation

42 Second Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11215

Tel:   (718) 832-1200

Fax:  (718)  832-11390

1 1800-387-6267

www.archgrille.com

ag@archgrille.com

ARCHITECTURAL GRILLE
CUSTOM DESIGNED, FABRICATED a FINISHED

- Perforated Grilles
-Bar Grilles
-Curved  Grilles

I Custom Gratings
- Waterjet Logos

Stock  Items Available

Choices of Aluminum,
Brass, Bronze, Steel,
Stainless Steel and Wood.
Mirror Polish,  Satin,
Statuary Bronze, Primed,
Anodized Colors and Baked
Enamels finislies.

CALL  FOR  FREE  CATALOGUE



Architects
Designers
Engineers
Professionals

o€rAr,o¢
?,OORE

Autodesk® Authorized Training Ce
AutocAD®
AutocAD® LT
Autodesk® Architectural  Desktop"
AutoLISP®
3ds max®
Autodesk® VIZ
Vectorworks
form.Z
AIA Professional  Development

AIA Continuing  Education  System  Provider

For a free catalog or
more information call
212 647-7199 ext. 677
or e-mail:  prostudy@pratt.edu

Pratt Institute
Center for Continuing  &
Professional  Studies
144 West  14th Street,  Rm  209
New York,  NY  10011
Prostudies.pratt.edu

LAW  OFFICES

C.JAYE  BERGER

C.JAYE  BERGER
ATTORNEY  AT  LAW

29TH  FLOOR

110   EAST   59THSTREET

NEW  YORK,   NEW  YORK   10022                         (212)753-2080

Igg¥`
PAUL BECK ASSOCIATES, P.A.

Structural Engineers

12  Kulick Road
Fairfield, New Jersey 07004-3363

973.276.1700                 973.276.9766 fax
e-mail: paulbeck©pbanj.com     wedstfue.. pbarvi.com"Celebrating 25 years"



Distributed   exclusively  by  Total  Stone,  Arccast  Architectural   Pre-Cast  Concrete   Products

give  your  project the  classic  look  of  natural  stone-without  its  limitations-on  a  variety  of
exterior and  interior applications. Available  in smooth  or sand textures  and  a  rainbow of rich

colors, Arccast simulates the  look  of slate,  limestone,  sandstone  or  bluestone  and  perfectly

complements  Cultured Stone.®

• Ouoins

• Lintels

• Keystones
• Ball & Pedestal

• Copinos

• Window Sills

• Window Surrounds

• Trim Stones

• Rosettes

• Address BIocks

• Shutter BIocks

• Light Boxes

• Wall & Pier Caps

• Door Surrounds

• Stair Treads

• Fireplace Hearth Stones

• Fireplace Surrounds

• Fireplace lvlantels

with  Hangers

• Balustrades Products

• Headers

We welcome your requests fior customized designs
that can  bring your creative ideas to lifie!

-furrE ++ , ' ..-- ®T7otaL5tane
Culturod 81 NBfural Slon® Products

185 0E)erlin Avenue North,
Lake`^/ood, N|  08701
1 -800-867-0922

For additional  product information,  nearest dealer location,

or information on  becoming a dealer,

email  us at stone@totalsupplygroup.com or

visit our website at totalsupplygroup.com _B!f:CP€FT__
Architect ural Pro-Cast Ffroducts
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FOUNDED  OVER  A  DECADE  AGO,   DOMINGO  GONZALEZ  ASSOCIATE:S  BRINGS  TO  ARCHITECTURAL  LIGHTING
DESIGN NOT ONILYA DYNAMIC CREATIVE VISION But ALSO A PHILOSOPHY THAT ALLOWS ITS CLIENTS A CLEAR
WINDOW  INTO  THE  DESIGN  PROCESS.    WE  OPERATE  WITH  A CONSENSUS  BulLDING APPROACH,  OFFERING
CLIENl.S  THOROUGH  ANALYSIS,  EXTENSIVE  DESIGN  OPTIONS  AND  SOLUTI0NS  BOTH  COST-EFFECTIVE  AND
COMPLIANT  WITH  THE  INDuSTR+S  COMPLEX  REGULATIONS.     OVER  THE  YEARS  THE  FIRM  HAS  FOSTERED
ONGOING,  PRODUCTIVE  RELATIONSHIPS  WITH  NUMEROUS  CLIENTS  AND  HAS  COMPILED  A  PORTFOLIO  OF
PROJECTS OF RE§PECTABl.I SIZE AND SCOPE.

I   CORPORATE
I    HISTORIC  PRESERVATION/ADAPTIVE  REUSE:
I    CIVIC a CuLTURAL  INSTITUTIONS
I    PLANNING 8c  F2ESEARCH
I    HEALTH  CARE
I    EDUCATION  8c  LIBRARIES

I   TRANSPORTATION
I    MuSEUMS,  EXHIBIT  FACILITIES,  SHOWROOMS
I    HOTELS,  HOSPITALITY 8c  RESTAURANTS
I    EXTE:RIOR  LIGHTING
I    RESIDENTIAL
I    THE:ATRICAL

DOMINGO   GONZALEZ   ASSOCIATES   I   ARCHITECTURAL   LIGHTING   DESIGN
25 PARK PIACE - 5TH FLOOR, NEW YORI€, N.Y 10007 PH: 212-608-4800 www.dgahght.com

Committed to unsurpassed
levels of service

1111111111111111
CSRGF`OUP

Francisco J. Salas, AIA
Leon Cohen, AIA, PP
139 Chestnut Street
Nutley,  NJ  07110
212-242-0713 . 800-628-2771
www.csrgroup.com


